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Abstract
Youth homelessness in Canada has been highlighted in the media as a growing 
problem. Research with homeless youth, while limited, has illuminated the heterogeneity 
of the youth homeless population, and identified a number of factors that challenge 
researchers. As well, youth homelessness research specific to the Canadian north is 
extremely limited, and adolescent homeless women in the north have been overlooked as 
an individual population. Data collected in many jurisdictions with adult and male 
homeless populations has been generalized to young women. The purpose of this study 
was to explore the perceptions and experiences of adolescent homeless women in 
Whitehorse, Yukon. The study design was qualitative and utilized in-depth semi-structured 
interviews and a focus group for data collection. The foundations of the study were 
grounded in structural social work theory and approached from a feminist perspective. The 
goal of the study was to develop an understanding of how adolescent women experience 
homelessness, how the young women believe adolescent women’s homelessness should be 
addressed, and to provide recommendations that may lead to social change in Whitehorse.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
According to Novae, Serge, Eberle, and Brown (2002), there is general consensus among 
researchers that homelessness may be relative or absolute. Many perceive homelessness as a 
continuum  ranging from  absolute to relative (Higgitt et al., 2003). Absolute homelessness is defined as 
an absence o f physical shelter or “houselessness” (Novae et al., 2002), including lack o f  a place to sleep 
and to which mail may be delivered. Higgitt et al. (2003) define absolute homelessness as a complete 
lack o f  long-term shelter. Relative homelessness is defined as insecure, inappropriate, inadequate, or 
unstable housing (Novae et al., 2002; Higgitt et al., 2003). I t  includes couch surfing, staying with 
friends or extended family, and short-term  rentals. Lack o f  personal safety and access to  employment, 
education, and health care are com ponents o f  relative homelessness (Charette, 1991 as cited in Novae, 
et al., 2002). Robert, Pauze, and Fournier (2005) differentiate between absolute and hidden, or relative, 
homelessness by focusing on whether youth utilize their social networks or pubhc places in their 
experiences o f homelessness.
Since the mid 1990s, the G overnm ent o f  Canada has recognized that homelessness cannot be 
ignored, and that it is the responsibility o f  bo th  governm ent and communities to, at a minimum, 
alleviate the conditions o f  homelessness, and at best, to address the root causes and reduce or eliminate 
it. This has come about through the increased awareness o f  the Canadian public about homelessness, 
and the growing global focus on homelessness. The Canadian Pubhc Health Association (1997) claims 
that homelessness has emerged into a position o f  prom inence and is a fundamental health issue for 
Canadians. This position is reflected in actions o f  advocacy groups, and non  governm ent agencies. For 
example, the Canadian Housing and Renewal Association (CHRA) reports that advocacy groups have
pressured the Canadian governm ent to double rent supplements and to  provide new social housing. 
Also, the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) pressured the Canadian governm ent to 
increase the budget for social housing (CCPA, 2000 as cited in Novae et al., 2002).
T he CHRA and the Status o f  W om en Canada (Novae, 2002) and the Canadian Mortgage and 
H ousing Corporation (CMHC) (Novae, Brown, & Bourbonnais, 1996; Novae, Brown, & Gallant, 
1999; Serge, 1999; Kraus, Eberle, & Serge, 2001) have supported research in the area o f  Canadian 
homelessness. The research projects completed through these institutions in the past nine years have 
focused on young women's homelessness, youth homelessness, adult w om en and homelessness, and 
best practices addressing homelessness (see Appendix A  which provides a Summary o f  Key Youth 
Homelessness Studies in N orth  America along with the key findings).
In  D ecem ber 1999, the federal governm ent announced its com m itm ent in the form  o f $753 
million toward the alleviation and prevention o f  homelessness in Canada (Kraus et al., 2001). O f  this 
am ount, $59 million was allocated to youth under Canada's Y outh Em ploym ent Strategy, and $43 
million was allocated to the Shelter Enhancem ent Program  over 4 years, which included an expansion 
o f  the program  to include youth shelters and second stage housing. As well, $305 tmlhon was 
com m itted to  the Supporting Communities Partnership Initiative, which has resulted in 113 
comm unity based projects geared toward identifying needs and developing strategies to  address 
homelessness. This project has included a num ber o f  initiatives for youth homelessness in particular, 
including research projects.
The National Report on Investments and AccompHshments (Governm ent o f Canada, n.d.) 
reports that this initiative resulted in 9000 new, perm anent beds. This report states that 725 different 
sheltering facihties and 403 different support facihties were constructed, renovated, or enhanced. 
Some 203 housing units, including shelters, supportive, transitional and affordable were created. In
addition, 3,600 support services were either created or enhanced. A thousand different capacity 
projects were established and 29 knowledge and research activities were completed at both  national 
and regional levels.
According to  the G overnm ent o f  Canada’s National Homelessness Initiative website 
(h t tp : / /www.homelessness.gc.ca/initiave/ index e.asp.b the Canadian G overnm ent has renewed the 
N ational Homelessness Initiative for an additional three years, and with a financial com m itm ent o f 
$405 million. The purpose o f  the ongoing initiative is to  support communities to  im plem ent measures 
to assist homeless individuals and families in achieving and maintaining self-sufficiency.
T he W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness is a group o f community stakeholders who 
are working together to address W hitehorse homelessness (Whitehorse Planning G roup on 
Homelessness, 2001). The group was form ed in 2000 to im plem ent the federal homelessness initiative 
in W hitehorse. In the summ er o f  2000, community stakeholders m et with federal officials to  begin the 
process o f  community collaboration in the area o f W hitehorse homelessness. In  September 2000, the 
official W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness was form ed and took the lead on developing a 
comm unity plan for W hitehorse. The group consists o f  representatives from  the federal and territorial 
governments, the city, the non-govem m ent sector, and from  First N ation agencies. M embership 
includes such groups and agencies as the Yukon Anti Poverty Coalition, Yukon Housing Corporation, 
the City o f  W hitehorse, the Council o f Y ukon First Nations, Yukon Territorial G overnm ent (Health 
and Social Services; Justice), the Salvation Army, the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Society Yukon, and 
Yukon Family Services Association (The W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness, 2001).
According to the W hitehorse Com m unity Plan on Homelessness, the community has a 
num ber o f  services to  offer to  youth (Whitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness, 2001). These are
predom inandy in the areas o f  training, counselling (during norm al business hours), youth websites, a 
youth addictions worker’s presence in three schools, governm ent services for youth in care and for 
youth who are on the case load o f a social worker with Health and Social Services, special projects (i.e. 
Y outh Shaping the Future), and two youth centres (day and evening services). They have identified that 
welfare services, housing and financial assistance, a safe house, a residence for teen m others attending 
school, services for children o f near homelessness, and services for youth in care are services that are 
required for youth under the age o f  19 years. These recom m endations were based on a com bination o f 
research and consultation with stakeholders and the community. Homeless youth input was obtained 
through House and H om e — A Study o f  W hitehorse Y outh at Risk o f Homelessness (McDowell and 
M adsen, 2001).
Purpose of Study
Despite the recent research, intervention, and prevention projects targeted toward Canadian 
homelessness, homelessness in general continues to be an ongoing concern in Canadian communities. 
Higgitt et al. (2003) report that although we do no t know how many youth are homeless, the num ber 
o f young people without adequate housing is a growing concern. In a recent Canadian study involving 
street youth in Winnipeg, M anitoba (Higgitt et al.), researchers found that serious gaps in services and 
problem s with present services exist, and many youth fall through the cracks o f  our social safety net. 
Systems m eant to support youth and families, and provide interventions, fail to m eet the needs o f 
youth experiencing neglect, abuse, and family conflicts, resulting in an ongoing stream o f  youth to the 
street.
The issue o f  homelessness locally was highhghted during a cold snap in W hitehorse in late 
January 2005 (CHO N-FM  12:30 p.m. News, January 13,2005). Tw o staff m em bers from  the N o  Fixed 
Address Outreach Van were interviewed about the cold weather and the impact on homelessness in
W hitehorse. Both interviewees described high numbers o f  youth on the streets, accessing the van’s 
services. O ne o f  the Outreach Van staff m em bers noted that although there has been talk o f  a youth 
shelter in W hitehorse for years, nothing has been done. H e stated that the need exists, and that youth 
are engaging in couch surfing, they are participating in survival sex, and living with abuse.
Campbell and Frymire (2005) report that in W hitehorse, there is a lack o f  awareness about 
homelessness issues, particularly in regard to youth, families and children. They also state that Uttle 
evidence can be seen o f the visible homeless, and no knowledge exists o f  them. Although northern 
quantitative data is lacking, Higgitt et al. (2003) note that in Calgary, the incidence o f  youth 
homelessness is increasing, an increasing num ber o f youth are chronically homeless, and the age at 
which youth becom e homeless is decreasing.
W hitehorse is an isolated northern city o f  approximately 22,000 people, located in the Yukon 
Territory. For this smdy, programs that adolescent homeless w om en consider to  be im portant, 
effective, and worthwhile are o f  particular interest. The intended goal for this research project is to 
provide research findings that make a difference, and to help move the W hitehorse community toward 
homelessness prevention and intervention action through increased awareness and social change.
The primary purpose o f  this study is to determine what W hitehorse adolescent wom en, who 
are or w ho have been homeless, perceive the best solutions to their homelessness to be, and to make 
recom m endations for services based on this information. Applied research may be used to illuminate a 
societal concern, and to provide inform ation that may then be used in program  developm ent (Patton, 
1990). Through the process o f  this investigation, adolescent w om en will be provided with a voice and 
an opporm nity to communicate their knowledge and opinions. The inform ation obtained from  this 
study wiU provide a base for recom m endations for community services, fumre research, and social 
action.
The W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness and H um an Resources D evelopm ent 
Canada (HRDC) commissioned the N orthern  Research Institute to conduct a W hitehorse based study 
on youth homelessness in 2001. The primary purpose o f  this smdy was to increase the level o f 
understanding about youth homelessness in W hitehorse (McDowell & Madsen, 2001). The question 
o f  how  to improve the Hving simations o f  the homeless youth in W hitehorse was addressed in two 
questions in the final section o f  M cDowell and Madsen's 2001 survey. The questions were “w hat kind 
o f  services would you use, if they were available?” and “W hat services do you presendy use?” . The 
participants o f this survey included m en and w om en between the age o f  13 and 29 years o f  age. Thus, 
the perceptions and needs o f  adolescent homeless w om en were no t clearly identified through this 
smdy.
In  2001, this researcher conducted an exploratory smdy (Le Camp, 2001) for the purpose o f 
ascertaining service providers’ perceptions o f  the W hitehorse community’s adolescent w om en’s 
homelessness issue. The participants included four service providers, including one staff m em ber from  
each o f  the local w om en’s transition hom e, the w om en’s center, a youth center, as well as a youth 
outreach worker. These participants were unanim ous in their conviction that adolescent women's 
homelessness is a serious issue in W hitehorse. The data collected in this smdy suggests links between 
the need to  leave hom e because o f  violence, a lack o f  services in our community, and the developm ent 
o f  a vulnerable population at high risk for victimization and exploitation due to  homelessness.
The interest in young wom en’s homelessness arose through experiences and observations as 
an employee at the Yukon W omen's Transition H om e in W hitehorse (2001). It became apparent to 
the researcher that although emergency shelter was provided for w om en aged 19 years and older if  they 
were potential victims o f violence, younger w om en unaccom panied by an adult did not have access to
overnight emetgency shelter in order to escape violence. Under special circumstances, the Yukon 
W om en’s Transition H om e provides services to  young w om en under the age o f  19 years (B. Powick, 
personal communication, N ovem ber 15, 2005). However, the transition hom e m ust be very cautious 
in providing shelter services to youth under the age o f  19 as these services are not supported by the 
Y ukon Children’s Act, and there are serious liability issues. Their only real choices appeared to be 
friends, family, or the street. The lack o f  safe alternatives puts young w om en at high risk o f 
victimization and ill health.
The focus on adolescent women, as opposed to youth in general, is a result o f  this researcher's 
interest in women's issues. Results from  studies that have utilized male participants, and used 
traditional research m ethods, have been generalized to  women. As a result, wom en's ways o f  knowing 
and telling their stories have no t been well utilized, and therefore, women's experiences have not been 
well docum ented in many areas. Reinharz (1992) confirms that it is widely accepted that w om en’s 
realities are different than m en’s. O ther researchers also state that traditional research has not 
adequately captured the content and quality o f  w om en’s lives and experiences (Campbell & Schram, 
1995). As well, Reinharz points out that changes in consciousness arise among relatively powerless 
groups through feminist based research w hen they may examine their situation in a new light. Thus, 
providing adolescent wom en with a voice may result in increased awareness, in addition to  m ore 
accurate identification and descriptions o f  potentially effective programs. Therefore, this study is 
undertaken specifically for young wom en, to  explore their experiences in ways that wiU enable them  to 
tell their stories as completely and honestly as possible to provide the community w ith im proved 
understanding o f  the issues facing young w om en w ho experience homelessness, and w hat effective 
solutions m ight be.
Recently, Gehm ait, Cochtane, and Bolton (2004) completed a reseatch project on W hitehorse 
poverty that culminated in the production o f  a video endtled "2 Cents W orth". A significant focus o f 
their video is homelessness, and they estimate that there are approximately 15 to 24 homeless people in 
W hitehorse on any given day. This num ber refers to “absolute" homelessness, and is based on their 
conclusion derived from  estimates o f  local service providers. W hitehorse currently has one homeless 
shelter which has ten beds, and local experts interviewed in this film were clear that in their opinions, 
this shelter cannot m eet the existing and emerging need in this community. While the purpose o f  the 
video appears to  be to  raise awareness o f  the homelessness issues in W hitehorse, provide insights into 
the extent o f the issue, and increase understanding o f  relative homelessness, it is clearly no t intended as 
a quantitative study o f the problem.
The research proposed herein will break new ground as it wiU be “intervention research” , 
designed to  address significant gaps in b o th  knowledge and research in W hitehorse with regard to the 
potential solutions o f  adolescent wom en's homelessness, from  the perspective o f  adolescent homeless 
women. The people o f W hitehorse, as a community, have been unable to  effectively address 
adolescent women's homelessness because, at least in part, o f  a lack o f knowledge o f  what these young 
w om en need in the way o f  services. In  order to m ove from  a research focus to an 
intervention/im plem entation focus, we need to have a solid understanding o f  what services might 
actually be successful in our community. A n im portant m easure o f  success wiU be how  well utilized 
each intervention is for specific populations, and w hether positive outcomes can be identified for 
young wom en who access services.
Currendy, our society - instead o f  our comm unity — tends to  take action against homeless 
youth as opposed to action for homeless youth. Homeless youth are criminahzed (Whitbeck, Hoyt, & 
Ackley, 1997), or institutionalized (Corrado, Odgers, & Cohen, 2000), because they desire to escape
abusive of conflict laden homes. Running away, exchanging sex fo t food of shelter, and substance 
abuse are no t crimes but symptoms o f a larger problem . W e have child protection laws, and with these 
laws, we justify removing children from  the street and putting them  back in their families, or in other 
families or institutions. Child protection is a structure o f  control - where a few people have control 
over the individual, the family, and the community (McKnight, 1997). The issue o f  control and 
participation in the generation o f  solutions has been noted by youth in other jurisdictions to be o f  high 
im portance and to  be relevant to the success o f  interventions (CMHC, 2002b; Karabanow, 2003).
In  order to support W hitehorse adolescent w om en w ho are either experiencing homelessness 
or are at risk o f  homelessness, we need to ascertain w hat community services they envision as 
prospective solutions. Y outh m ust be provided with a meaningful choice o f services that they consider 
useful to them, and they m ust no t be forced to place themselves "in care" in order to access services. I f  
the services are no t accessible and appropriate, they will no t be utilized, and the youth homeless 
population wUl continue to increase. W ithout this clear and effective support, youth wiU continue to 
make second best choices that put them  at risk, while protecting themselves from  dangers elsewhere.
By becoming aware o f potentially effective solutions identified by homeless adolescent 
wom en, community members can make inform ed choices and make social change happen. This smdy 
will provide information and insights that wiU enable the community to effectively address the issue o f 
adolescent women's homelessness. This will be accomplished by asking the population experiencing 
the problem  to provide constructive solutions to the problem.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
D ue to the difficulties in counting a largely invisible and highly mobile population, accurate 
statistics on the num ber o f  homeless adolescents in Canada do no t exist. A num ber o f cities have made 
estimates based on data garnered from  shelters, however, the accuracy o f  this quantitative inform ation 
is highly questionable given that many underage youth avoid official services (Robert et al., 2005). O n 
the other hand, qualitative research describing the homelessness experiences o f  youth, although 
limited, has provided insights into many o f  the issues and concerns related to youth homelessness. 
American research on youth homelessness suffers similar limitations to the Canadian research, bu t is 
useful all the same. The experiences o f  youth and impacts o f  homelessness smdied in American 
settings by necessity are generalized to the Canadian population to supplem ent the paucity o f Canadian 
research.
Systematic research w ith this population is difficult because the definition o f  homelessness 
varies amongst researchers and the participants themselves, and because homeless youth are a mobile 
and largely invisible population. Issues that have been perceived by researchers to be relevant include 
health and well-being (Yates, MacKenzie, Pennbridge, & Cohen, 1988), risk factors and resiliencies 
(Rew, Taylor-Seehafer, Thom as, & Yockey, 2001; Ringwalt, Greene, Robertson, & M cPheeters, 1998), 
criminalization and instimtionalization (Corrado et al., 2000), events precipitating the homelessness 
condition and causes o f  homelessness (Janus, Archambault, & Brown, 1995; W hitbeck et al., 1997), 
gender issues (MacLean, Embry, & Cauce, 1999; Ryan, Kilmer, Cause, W atanabe, & Hoyt, 2000; 
W hitbeck, Hoyt, Yoder, Cauce, & Paradise, 2001), and northern and rural factors (Whitbeck & 
Simmons, 1990; Krause et al., 2001). AU in aU, the majority o f  N orth  American research examines 
isolated factors o f  youth homelessness outside the context o f  society and w ithout explanatory 
frameworks.
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Reseatchefs have typically included homeless youth in theit teseatch as participants. W ith 
respect to research focused on developing recom m endations for solutions and interventions, however, 
the opinions o f youth have no t been the primary focus o f  the research. Researchers tend to develop 
theit own recom mendations, a process which the youth are no t normally engaged in. The purpose o f 
this study is to determine what W hitehorse homeless adolescent wom en perceive the best solutions to 
adolescent women's homelessness to be. Thus, the participants wiU be asked to generate solutions. 
Counting Homeless Youth
According to the Novae, Serge, Eberle, & Brown (2002), Canadian statistics relating to  youth 
homelessness are scarce. Kraus et al. (2001) report that while there is no accurate num ber o f Canadian 
homeless youth, key informants o f  the Canadian 2001 Environm ental Scan on Y outh Homelessness 
report that they are observing a rising trend. There is an absence o f  systematic data on youth 
homelessness in particular, and quantitative research has focused primarily on shelter use in Canadian 
cities (Novae et al., 1996). Roberts et al. (2005) report that research that utiUzes participants accessed 
through homeless services excludes a significant num ber o f  youth who experience hidden 
homelessness. In  terms o f  num ber, a study done by Caputo, Weiler, and A nderson (1997), The Street 
Lifestyle Smdy, cited an early estimate by Radford et al. (1989) which estimated that there are 
approximately 150,000 runaway youth in Canada.
In  terms o f  gender distribution. Novae et al. (2002) report that the limited research that does 
exist indicates that young w om en make up a third to  a half o f  the homeless youth population in 
Canada. Kraus et al. (2001) state that the num ber o f  adolescent homeless w om en is on the rise. The 
National Missing Children Services (2001; as cited in Higgitt et al., 2003) state that the majority o f 
reported runaways under the age o f  18 are female.
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The lack o f  systematic data is no t the only problem  with youth homelessness research. Novae 
et al. (1996) point ou t that Canadian statistics are problematic because they are not representative o f 
the whole homeless population (which covers bo th  absolute and invisible homelessness) as they focus 
predom inantly on those individuals using shelters.
Likewise, American researchers beheve that the num bers o f  homeless youth in the United 
States are growing (Cauce, 2000), and the Institute o f  Medicine (1988, as cited in Cauce & Morgan, 
1994) advise that youth are the m ost understudied homeless group. Recently, Van Leeuwen (2004) 
found that the num ber o f  street youth in D enver Colorado has increased by m ore than one hundred 
percent over five years. These trends may be generaUzed to the Canadian situation as well because our 
social issues do no t differ significantly from  those in the United States, and Canadian homeless youth 
have similar Hfe experiences as youth in the U nited States.
The primary reason for the lack o f  systematic, rehable data regarding the num ber o f  homeless 
youth is related to the characteristics o f  the population itself. Both Canadian and American researchers 
state that homeless youth are a difficult-to-foUow and mobile population (McDowell & Madsen, 2001; 
PoUio & Thom pson, 2000). They are largely a "hidden population" who are no t typically found in 
shelters, are visually indistinguishable from  other youth, and above all, they avoid researchers 
(McDowell & Madsen, 2001; Ringwalt et al., 1998). PoUio, Thom pson, and N orth  (2000) note as well 
that youth are difficult to  track, and have received limited research attention. Ringwalt et al. found that 
homeless youth actually avoid contact with shelters, medical services, poHce, and service providers, 
which clearly limits the usefulness o f any data originating from  these sources.
Defining Homekssness
A nother comphcation related to the m easurem ent o f homelessness is how homelessness can 
be defined, and w hat it means. Homelessness research that has been conducted over the past
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twenty-five years has utilized inconsistent definitions o f  homelessness — from  definitions 
encompassing only absolute homelessness, to definitions encompassing a variety o f  combinations o f 
absolute and relative homelessness, to definitions that are totally inclusive o f  absolute and relative 
homelessness, and those at risk o f  homelessness (Peressini & M cDonald, 2000). Murray (1990, as cited 
in Peressini and M cDonald, 2000) report that the United Nations considers that people are homeless 
w hen they either have no hom e and live outdoors or in shelters, or they hve in hom es that do no t meet 
U N  basic standards. According to  Murray, basic U N  standards include access to safe w ater and 
sanitation, affordable price, secure tenancy, personal safety, and access to health care and employment.
Lack o f  consistency in our definitions is problematic. I f  homelessness is m easured based on 
the num ber o f  individuals using shelters, then the groups w ho are staying with friends or extended 
famihes, hving in substandard or overcrowded housing, or on the streets bu t no t accessing services, 
win not be included. Underage youth avoid official services because they do no t want to  be reported to 
the authorities (Robert et al, 2005), and therefore, shelter statistics are a very unrehable indication o f 
the extent o f youth homelessness in any city. This claim is substantiated by data. For example, 
according to Statistics Canada (2001), no homeless youth utihzed a shelter in W hitehorse during 2001. 
However, according to scholars like M cDowell and M adsen (2001), there were definitely a num ber o f 
homeless youth hving in W hitehorse during 2001.
According to  Stewart et al’s (2004) study for the Social Support Research Program  o f the 
University o f Alberta, youth are homeless if  they:
o Have no hom e at ah and are hving on the streets;
o Are hving in a place that was no t intended to be housing o r no t a suitable long 
term  residence; or
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o Are at risk o f  becoming homeless through losing their hom e, being discharged 
from  an institution/facility w ith nowhere to go; or 
o  Through loss o f  incom e support.
I f  homelessness is defined no t by physical characteristics, hu t by emotional qualities, then how 
homelessness is m easured ought to he changed. According to Novae et al. (1996), w om en attach 
different meanings to the concept o f  "home". These concepts o f  hom e include, hu t are no t limited to, 
emotional and physical weU-heing, loving and caring social relationships, and personal control and 
privacy. Homelessness, then, is defined by the absence, or poor quahty, o f these characteristics. 
Viewed from  this perspective, homelessness may he the solution to the problem  o f  housing or hom e 
(Tomas & Dittm ar, 1995). I f  a person leaves hom e in order to avoid abuse, for example, then 
homelessness is the solution to the problem.
Ringwalt et al. (1998) state that estimates o f  American homeless subpopulation size are usually 
based on researching the num ber and characteristics o f  a homeless group at a given point in time, and 
that these estimates tend to  be biased toward various groups. For example, they state that this m ethod 
o f  analyzing youth homelessness leads to estimates o f  average duration that are biased upward, and 
estimates o f  prevalence incidence that are biased downward. Since homelessness among youth is m uch 
m ore episodic than chronic (Robertson, 1991 and Institute o f  Medicine, 1988, as cited in Ringwalt et 
al., 1998), snapshots cannot reveal the true picture. Ringwalt et al. (1998) further argue that measuring 
youth homelessness using longitudinal m ethods would provide a m uch m ore accurate picture o f  the 
extent o f youth homelessness than would cross sectional m ethods. Novae et al. (2002) also state that 
cross sectional research m ethods miss the cycles o f  youth homelessness, and over represent those 
youth who are homeless for longer periods. Schewitzer and Hier (1994) also contend that longitudinal 
studies are required in order to  fully understand the extent and characteristics o f youth homelessness.
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Profile o f Homeless Youth in Canada
Miller, Donahue, Este, and H ofer (2004) report that homeless adolescents are a very diverse 
group, and providing a typical profile is difficult. They classify homeless youth into two groups, those 
w ho are runners (and do no t return home) and in-and-outers (those who run as a coping mechanism 
and rem rn hom e episodically). Thus, youth homelessness is a solution to  problems. According to 
Bridgman (2001), classifications o f homeless youth include runaways, throw-a-ways, system kids, and 
street kids (sleeping rough). W right (1997; cited in Peressini & M cDonald, 2000) confirms that the 
homeless are a group o f  subpopulations with specialized needs, requiring speciahzed programs, 
services, and policies. Again, homelessness is described as a solution to problematic youth experience.
Haber and Toro (2004) report that adolescents are the single age group m ost at risk o f 
experiencing homelessness. According to  a G overnm ent o f  Canada 2003 report entitled “Youth 
Profile T oron to /Y ork  Service Delivery Sector” , youth under the age o f 18 is one o f the two fastest 
growing groups in the homeless population, and three quarters o f  the homeless youth do no t utihze the 
shelter system in Toronto. Callaghan (1990) reports on a study that found that there are between 
20,000 and 25,000 homeless youth in Toronto , o f  which half are between the ages o f  12 and 18 years. 
Callaghan (1990) states that the need to secure good long-term  housing is their m ost pressing concern; 
they are unable to establish themselves in work, school, or hom e life without stable housing; and they 
experience discrimination because o f  their age, limited income, and limited Hfe experience. W hüe 
homeless youth are widely perceived to abuse substances. Mallet, Rosenthal, and Keys (2005) report 
that just over half the youth involved in a recent study confirmed that substance use was a factor in 
leading to their homelessness, and a quarter o f  the sample indicated that they began to  use substances 
after they became homeless. Given the prevalence o f substance use among homeless youth, it would
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undoubtedly play a role in the ability to youth to secure employment, attend school, and maintain 
secure housing.
In their study o f  youth homelessness in Calgary, Miller et al. (2004) found that m ost youth felt 
a sense o f  optimism, and that their homelessness was temporary. In fact, according to Peressini and 
M cD onald (2000), homelessness is a fluid and dynamic process, which occurs and reoccurs over time. 
These researchers argue that the majority o f  the homeless population comm ence with short homeless 
episodes, and proceed to longer and longer periods o f  homelessness until they become chronically 
homeless. The longer people remain on the street, the m ore likely they are to remain homeless (Dear & 
W olch, 1987; Jencks, 1994 as cited in Peressini & M cDonald, 2000).
Population Characteristics
According to The Street Lifestyle Report (Health Canada, 1997), the lower age o f street youth 
has been identified as 12 years, while the upper age may be considered to be 24 years. Com pared to 
male homeless youth, female homeless youth are m ore likely to be on the younger end o f  the 
continuum. Researchers found that youth between the ages o f  12 and 17 m ade up 24% o f  the homeless 
in Calgary, and that 31% o f  these youth were female (Calgary Homeless Foundation, 2002, as cited by 
Miller et al., 2004).
Hagan and McCarthy (1990, as cited in CM HC, 1999) found that T oronto  street youth leave 
hom e, on average, at the age o f  13 years. In  a m ore recent study, Tyler, Hoyt, W hitbeck, and Cauce 
(2001) found that American children who leave hom e at a young age run away num erous times, and 
may develop a pattern where they return hom e for brief periods and then run again. Both Canadian 
and American youth who are exposed to the streets at a young age often spend m ore time on the 
streets, form  ties with deviant peers, and engage in criminal street networks (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; 
W hitbeck & Hoyt, 1999, as cited in Tyler et al., 2001). Street youth frequently develop social
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relationships, becom e m em bers o f  street families, and carry weapons in order to  obtain some degree o f 
safety (Novae et al., 1999).
Researchers o f a study in Canada report that famihes o f street youth are likely to  have been 
disrupted, resulting in the youth Hving in foster or group hom es (Novae et al., 1999). This is confirmed 
by Robert et al. (2005) in their smdy o f youth who were under the care o f  the youth protection system 
at the time o f  the smdy, and youth who were under care o f  the youth protection system at some other 
point in their Hves. As weU, num erous American smdies (Kurtz, Jarvis, & Jurtz, 1991; Koegel, 
Melamid, & Burnam, 1995; H erm an & Susser 1997) state that many homeless youth have histories o f 
ou t o f  hom e care. These findings are supported by other hterature which suggests that, in general, 
homeless youth typically come from  conflict-laden, violent, and dysfunctional hom es (Schweitzer & 
H ier 1994; Janus et al., 1995; W hitbeck et al., 1997; Cauce, 2000). In  the U nited States, W hitbeck et al. 
conducted a smdy to determine if  homeless youth reports o f  neglect and abuse in their hom es were 
biased or even false. In interviews with parents o f  homeless youth, they found that the neglect and 
abuse that were reported by the youth were substantiated. Recent Canadian research confirms that 
very high levels o f childhood abuses are com m on in runaway and homeless youths' histories (Novae et 
al., 2002). Countless researchers have verified that homeless youth have experienced abuse and neglect 
in their homes, and that they are vulnerable to a num ber o f  problem s once they are on the street.
Chen, W hitbeck, and H oyt (2004) report that a history o f sexual abuse puts adolescent 
homeless w om en at higher risk for chronic chug use and adult homelessness. NoeU, Rohde, Seeley, and 
Ochs (2001) Hnk early sexual abuse with later victimization, and found that a significant am ount o f 
sexual activity among adolescent homeless w om en was involuntary. As weU, Rosenthal and MaUett 
(2003) found that 58.3% o f  homeless adolescent w om en smdied reported having unwanted sex out o f 
fear, or because they were unable to refuse due to being under the influence o f  dmgs or alcohol.
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W hitbeck et al. (1997) teport that high levels o f  family violence and parental rejection, and 
critical levels o f  physical and sexual abuse occurred in the hom es o f  homeless youth interviewed. Kurtz 
et al. (1991) observe family, personal, and school problem s among homeless youth. MacLean et al.
(1999) report high levels o f  victimization and psychological maladjustment. W hitbeck et al. (2001) 
report that homeless youth are pu t into a deviant subculmre. W hitbeck et al. (1999) state that learning 
to survive on the street involves learning to be antisocial, and that interactions reinforce low self 
concepts. Researchers hke Browne and Finkelhor (1986) and Conte (1985) (as cited in Cauce and 
Morgan, 1994) suggest that homeless youth are at high risk for fear, anxiety, depression, post-traum atic 
reactions, sexual problem s, drug and alcohol abuse, poor school adjustment, and delinquent acting-out 
and aggressive behaviours. Em otional and behavioural problem s, along with substance abuse and 
physical health problem s, are no t uncom m on in this population (Cauce & M organ, 1994).
Homeless adolescents are also at high risk o f  suicide. Rotheram -Borus (1993) found that more 
than a third o f the homeless youth smdied had attem pted suicide in the past, and that many had 
attem pted suicide in the m onth  preceding entering a youth homelessness program. Kidd and Krai 
(2003), in a smdy examining suicide and prostim tion, found that a day w ithout food and shelter was 
often described as the breaking point for the participants, leading to suicidal behaviour.
In  spite o f the predisposition toward emotional and behavioural problem s that traumatic hom e 
events and subsequent street experiences may instill in youth, positive outcom es are not unheard o f  in 
some simations. McCarthy, Hagan, and M artin (2002) argue that youth friendships can augment or 
replace the intimacy, support and other resources typically provided by famihes. They found that street 
family associations, also known as "fictive kin" or "fictive street famihes", generate social capital that 
results in reduced victimization. These researchers define social capital as having two intertwined 
components: relationships and intangible resources o f trust, reciprocity, and sohdarity. In  their 2002
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study, M cCarthy et al. found that fictive street famihes generally improved homeless youths' abilities to 
procure shelter, food, and income, in addition to providing protection from  victimization.
Health and Well-Being
Everything about homelessness degrades health (Wright, 1990). In fact, according to W right 
(1990), no other socially defined risk factor appears to have greater impact on a person's physical 
well-being. W right further contends that in extreme cases, homelessness can be fatal. This is proven in 
some recent studies, such as a Quebec study which found that the mortahty rate am ong a group o f 
homeless youth was 13 times higher than for youth in the general population (Regie régionale, 1998, as 
cited in Novae et al., 2002).
Homelessness greafiy impacts whether a person is able to access adequate health care. W right 
(1990) states that the transient and mobile nature o f  the American homeless population makes 
continuous contact difficult; the average homeless person does no t maintain an appointm ent diary, 
resulting in unkept appointm ents and irregularly ingested medications; and homeless individuals are 
often un trusting and fearful o f health care settings and the appearance o f anything official. Adolescents 
may lack parental permission to  access health care, and they are typically unable to  follow up with 
prescribed treatm ents when they do 0ackson & McSwane, 1992). Lack o f transportation and 
disrespectful treatm ent by health care providers are additional barriers to health care access as reported 
by W ojmsik & W hite (1998).
Rew (2002) explains further that expending energy to  cope with traumatic hfe situations and 
survival reduces the time and energy available for preventative activities such as immunizations and 
annual health check ups. In fact, she states that youth may no t perceive that they have a long future to 
be concerned about. This was confirmed in a recent report o f  a M ontreal smdy (Ubelacker, 2004), 
where the researchers found that homelessness itself is a predictor o f  early death for youth.
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N orth  and Smith (1993) and Benda (1991) (as cited in PoUio, M cDonald, & N orth , 1996) 
report that the differences between needs perceived by the homeless individuals and needs identified 
by the system are barriers to  appropriate service provision. In addition to  inadequate matching 
between perceived needs and available services, health care services in the United States are 
fragm ented (Rew, 2002). Jackson and McSwane (1992) report that in general, health care for the 
homeless is crisis oriented rather than preventive. In  addition, the homeless youth experience biased 
attitudes on the part o f caregivers that reflect a belief that the homeless are unworthy o f  high quahty 
care (Jackson & McSwane, 1992).
A nother factor that appears to be significant to  youth well-being is affiliation with society, or 
social connectedness (Cohen et al., 1992, Blankertz et al., 1992, Morse et al., 1994, as cited in PoUio et 
al., 1996). Rew (2002) studied the relationships between sexual abuse, social connectedness, and 
loneliness with perceived well-being and health status. The evidence she found suggests that homeless 
youth with histories o f  sexual abuse perceive themselves to be less socially connected, and that social 
connectedness is inversely related to loneliness, and positively related to well-being. Overall, well-being 
and health status were found to be lower am ong homeless youth than am ong youth w ho were not 
homeless.
Research has shown that homeless individuals commonly feel that no one cares, have a low 
sense o f  self-worth, and have a sense o f  limited control over their hves (Kinzel, 1991). Karabanow 
(2003) confirms these findings through his Canadian research, in which youth reported feehngs o f 
being alone, o f  having little purpose, o f  feeling alienated and marginalized, and o f  perceptions that 
m ost people saw them  as thieves, criminals, and the dregs o f  society. EarUer, Jackson and McSwane 
(1992) reported that homeless persons may be viewed as dirty, frightening, and crazy. These thoughts, 
feehngs, and experiences directly im pact physical well-being as health seeking behaviours and
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m otivation for self-care are negatively influenced by real and perceived exclusion and discrimination. 
Well-being is also impacted by environm ental conditions commonly experienced by homeless 
individuals. For example, nutritional deficiencies, trauma, and persistent exposure to  dampness aU 
contribute to poor health (Kinzel, 1991).
Ironically, iU health is also a reflection o f  subsistence strategies that homeless youth are known 
to adopt for survival purposes (Tyler et al., 2001). The difficulties that homeless youth experience 
finding food and shelter are well docum ented (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992; Ringwalt et al., 1998). These 
youth are often sexually exploited, and many exchange sex for basic necessities in order to survive, 
leading to  high safety risks (Whitbeck & Simons, 1990) and high health risks (Yates et al., 1988). 
According to McKay (2004), in Canadian street youth, chlamydia rates were nine times higher than in 
Canadian housed youth. O ther known health risks include HIV, Hepatitis B and C, tuberculosis 
(Kraus et al., 2001) and depression, suicide, and m ental health problems (Yates et al., 1988).
A nother barrier to  health care services for homeless youth who suffer from  psychological and 
psychiatric problems may result from  challenging behaviour. According to  Pawsey and Fuller (1993), 
youth may miss out on help for their challenging behaviours, and at the same time, these behaviours 
exclude them  from  accessing other services. Tyler et al. (2001) point out that street youth relationships 
with deviant individuals also contribute to  iU health, and that youth with behavioural problem s may fall 
into these relationships through lack o f  acceptance by other groups. The base level o f  risk that an 
individual faces is heightened simply by proximity to  offenders (Sampson & Lauritsen, 1990).
According to  Tyler et al. (2001), subsistence strategies include selling drugs, prostitution, 
robbery, and defrauding (conning) people. Some Canadian studies confirm  that the majority o f  street 
youth are involved in delinquent activities such as burglary and stealing (Novae et al., 2002). A lthough
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studies telating homelessness to the criminal justice system are virtually nonexistent (Novae et al., 
2002), our society tends to treat m ost subsistence strategies that youth engage in as crimes, and to 
punish the perpetrators accordingly. W hitbeck et al. (1997) state that American law enforcem ent and 
parent advocacy groups share this view. However, if  homelessness is actually defined as the solution to 
a problem  (such as abuse or intense conflict in the home) as many researchers propose (Kurtz et al. 
1991; Janus et al., 1995; Novae et al. 2002; Karabanow, 2003), then society is punishing victims o f 
abuses for attempting to solve their problems. A nother aspect o f  criminahzation is the tendency o f 
Canadian courts to protect young w om en by putting them  in custody, as opposed to using custody for 
the protection o f  society (Corrado et al., 2000).
Panhandling is a com m on practice for homeless individuals, and criminalizing the Canadian 
poor by criminalizing this activity has recendy been supported in m ore than one Canadian jurisdiction. 
O ntario passed legislation in 2000 to criminahze many forms o f  sohcitation, and the business district in 
Vancouver has recendy been advocating adopdon o f  similar legislation (Vonn, 2004) in the form  o f 
Bill M 202 — 2004 (Legislative Session: 5* Session, 37th Parhament, 2004). V onn (2004), policy 
director o f  the British Columbia Civü Liberties Association, argues that panhandling is a charitable 
solicitation, and that laws are already in place to address com m on nuisance, harassment, causing a 
disturbance, intimidation and mischief. He also points out that this law, which would criminalize 
panhandling, is designed to be applied in a discrirninatory m anner, and that it prom otes legal inequity. 
Causes ofHomekssness
N orth  American researchers have considered both  individual and societal factors in the search 
for the causes o f  adolescent homelessness. Many researchers and community members have focused 
on themes o f delinquency, individual deviance and pathology, and blaming the victim (Bridgman, 
2001). This individualized m odel emphasizes the role that personal pathology, disabilities, and
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limitations play in contributing to homelessness (Petessini & M cDonald, 2000). A nother school o f 
thought brings the focus onto a societal level where hum an spirit, community, and wellness combine 
to  produce an array o f outcom es (Cadell, Karabanow, & Sanchez, 2001). Peressini and M cDonald
(2000) describe this as a structural m odel o f homelessness, in which a num ber o f  structural systems 
im pact susceptibihty to homelessness. These include poverty and unemployment, avaüabihty o f  social 
housing, social welfare and health care cut backs.
W hat we do no t know about Canadian homelessness far outweighs what we do know 
(Peressini & M cDonald, 2000). Peressini and M cD onald contend that this is largely due to the fact that 
we do n o t have a systematic database that would allow testing o f  theoretical perspectives. As well, what 
seems to be consistent throughout a significant am ount o f the youth homelessness research is a lack o f 
theoretical underpinnings (Haber & Toro, 2004). Additionally, Robert et al (2005) also point out that 
the majority o f  research projects do not use a control group, and therefore, risk factors leading to 
youth homelessness have been difficult to identify accurately.
Canadian researchers point to gentrification (Jackson & McSwane, 1992; M urphy 2000) and 
deinstitutionahzation (Murphy, 2000) as direct causes o f  homelessness. Kraus et al. (2001) and M urphy 
blame homelessness on lack o f  affordable housing and poverty. Koegel et al., (1995) and Tosi (1999, as 
cited in Novae et al., 2002) theorize that homelessness is caused by structural, macro-level forces such 
as those causing poverty, and biographical, micro-level risk factors such as m ental health and personal 
histories. Novae et al. (2002) report that Canadian analysts have identified m ajor factors that impact 
youth homelessness, including how long the youth remains in the parents' hom e, length o f time in 
school, high unem ploym ent rates (and marginal employment opportunities for youth), as well as a lack 
o f  available, affordable housing.
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Mallet et al. (2005) have identified four pathways that youth may follow to homelessness and 
which are linked to alcohol and drug use. The youth may engage in drug or alcohol use, which may 
result in family conflict and lead to  homelessness. Or, the youth may experience family conflict, engage 
in drug or alcohol use, and then experience homelessness. Alternatively, the youth may experience 
family conflict, leave home, and then engage in alcohol or drug use. Finally, another m em ber o f  the 
family may engage in alcohol or drug use, causing family confhct, and the youth may then experience 
homelessness. These researchers point out that homeless youth are widely perceived to use and abuse 
alcohol and drugs, and that this behaviour is a cause o f  homelessness. In  reahty, however, it may be a 
coping strategy.
Num erous researchers have also confirm ed that homelessness is a solution to a num ber o f 
m icro level factors such as lack o f  safety (Novae et al., 2002), abuse and neglect (Kurtz et al. 1991; Tyler 
et al., 2001), and hom ophobia (Rew et al., 2001). The micro-level forces are proclaimed to  leave 
individuals vulnerable to  the structural forces. Higgitt et al. (2003) report that youth becom e homeless 
because o f  the failure o f  multiple systems, including b u t no t Hmited to the family and community. 
Robert et al (2005) support this in their argument that homeless youth may be rejected by their 
famihes, and then by youth protection agencies which label the youth as having behavioural disorders. 
Thus, they becom e undesirables in our society, in need o f  reform  and discipline, when in fact they were 
the victims.
While our society is short on provision o f  services for homeless youth, the Hterature (as cited 
throughout this paper) is no t lacking in theories o f the causes and risk factors for homelessness. 
Childhood abuse and neglect appear to be among the primary precipitating factors. Higgitt et al. 
(2003), in a recent Canadian study, found that the child protection system in many cases failed the 
participants when the youth were experiencing family conflict, neglect, or abuse. H erm an and Susser
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(1997) propose that the com bination o f lack o f  cate and childhood abuse ate ditecdy associated with a 
dramatically elevated risk o f  adult homelessness. In addition, they state that childhood neglect and 
abuse actually cause homelessness in a social context that allows the existence o f  widespread 
homelessness. Karabanow (2003) reports that "escaping" or "graduating" from  child welfare 
institutions accounts for part o f  the youth homelessness problem. The United States General 
Accounting Office (1989, as cited in Rotheram-Borus, Parra, Cantwell, Gwadz, and M urphy, 1996) 
reports that half the youth w ho run away have been in foster care and appear to be attempting to leave 
a poor placement. Haber and T oro (2004) add that adolescents who are "aging out" o f the foster care 
system seem to be at very high risk o f  homelessness as transitional programs are no t provided.
Research conducted by Koegel et al. (1995) confirms that systemic changes that would enable 
children to  grow up in healthy and stable hom es are needed in order to significantly alleviate youth 
homelessness. Prevention o f  homelessness could occur at m ore than one level. For example, providing 
youth with skills, employment, and housing is one m ethod. Interventions or support for families and 
children prior to a runaway simation is another. In Canada, an example o f  a structural change that 
would prom ote m ore positive family dynamics would be the adoption o f  the United Nations 
Convention o f the Rights o f  the Child, as reported by Tang (2003). N either the federal nor provincial 
governments have passed legislation that would facilitate recognition o f  the rights o f  children to  be 
free o f  physical punishm ent. Even if  this change were to  occur, the family supports necessary to make 
it a positive change, as opposed to a punitive change, would have to be pu t in place.
Gender Issues
The prevention and intervention o f homelessness should be considered in a gender specific 
context, as girls and boys have different experiences in the hom e and on  the street. Hoyt, Ryan, and 
Cauce (1999), in studying whether proximity to criminal activity leads to  increased rates o f
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victimization, found that female homeless youth w ho participated in interventions experienced a 
m ajor reduction in victimization. This finding was n o t consistent with male homeless youth in the 
study, indicating that in addition to  having differing needs and experiences, different interventions may 
have different success rates depending on gender.
In  regard to experiences, the results o f an American study conducted by Ryan et al. (2000) 
suggest that young w om en may be m ore vulnerable to  m altreatm ent than males, bo th  in the prevalence 
o f abuse and in the psychological impact o f  the abuse. Cauce (2000) and Tyler et al. (2001) found that 
American girls reported m uch higher rates o f childhood sexual abuse in the hom e and on the streets 
than did boys. Janus et al. (1995) also report that girls are at greater risk o f  abuse in the hom e than are 
boys. Further, NoeU et al. (2001) found a clear association between being sexually abused as a 
pre-adolescent and experiencing sexual coercion as an adolescent, and a significant am ount o f 
involuntary sex among homeless adolescent women. Y oung homeless w om en are also at higher risk 
for attem pted suicide (Rosenthal & Mallett, 2003).
MacLean et al. (1999) found that girls are m ore likely to  run away from  hom e than are boys. 
O nce on the street, girls are m ore than 20 times m ore likely than boys to engage in survival sex (Ryan 
et al., 2000). It is no t surprising then that Kipke, Simon, M ontgomery, Unger, and Iversen (1997) 
found that girls are m ore likely than boys to be victims o f  sexual assault on the street. W ardhaugh 
(2000, as cited in Novae et al., 2002) explains that young w om en m ust disappear on the streets in order 
to survive, while yotmg m en visibly occupy the streets and public spaces.
Novae et al. (2002) report that in many Canadian hom es, there are higher expectations for girls 
than boys in the areas o f  responsibility and standards o f  conduct. This puts additional pressure on 
young women, setting the stage for family conflict.
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l^orthem Ikesearch
There are no published Canadian studies that have focused on the perspectives o f  youth in 
relation to  support and service needs (Stewart et al, 2004). A nd in the Canadian north, there is a 
noticeable lack o f  youth homelessness research in general. O ver the past few years, there have been 
two W hitehorse-based studies focused on youth homelessness. In 2001, M cDowell and Madsen 
completed a youth homelessness survey in W hitehorse which included 47 participants. This survey 
revealed that homeless youth in W hitehorse are a diverse and heterogeneous population and that the 
majority o f  homeless youth in W hitehorse are considered to experience “relative” homelessness. The 
researchers found that adolescents aged 16 to  19 years do not have their needs m et by the social 
welfare system and that teenagers with children are no t eligible for residential facihties. Some youth 
had few legal means to earn money to m eet basic needs, which put them  into a position o f  having to 
resort to  high risk behaviour in order to survive. Finally, youth w ithout stable hom es reported 
difficulties attending school due to lack o f parental support and problems with transportation.
M cDowell and M adsen (2001) state that the homeless youth in W hitehorse are vulnerable 
because they are hving away from  home, on the street, and “couch surfing” (using their social 
network), and because o f the factors that led to the homelessness. Their survey revealed that youth are 
homeless because they are running from  hom es where they experienced violence, excessive use o f 
drugs and alcohol, and physical or sexual abuse. Some youth have been neglected or asked to leave by 
their parents or guardians.
In  N ovem ber 2005, the W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness released a second 
report on W hitehorse youth homelessness entitled, “Room  to Grow: A M ade-in-Yukon M odel o f 
Service for Homeless Y outh” (Finton & Kramer, 2005). K ram er (personal communication, July 5, 
2005) states that the focus o f this study was to  develop workable housing and service dehvery models
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based on community inputs, and that the ovetall goal o f this ptoject was to  produce a concrete plan to 
address youth homelessness in W hitehorse. The report reinforces the comm unity’s need to address 
youth homelessness in W hitehorse, and the need to address relative homelessness as conditions in the 
north  force youth to go underground, particularly in the colder m onths. Finton and Kram er identify 
two models that they state would have high probabilities o f  success: a comprehensive m odel to 
provide a full range o f  services over the long term, and an essentials m odel to m eet immediate need in 
the short term. As well, this study identified five core services that are needed to address youth 
homelessness in Whitehorse: emergency shelter; transitional and semi perm anent housing; perm anent 
supported housing; affordable independent housing; and a wide range o f  support services provided by 
a coalition o f services. As well, the report highlights core approaches for effective service delivery: 
long-term  collaborative vision with incremental steps; youth centred problem  solving and planning; a 
range o f  services to m eet diverse needs; non-judgmental, persistent, caring service provider behaviour; 
relationships and collaboration between agencies; and sustainable and creative funding arrangements. 
While this report prom otes services that m eet immediate needs, it also prom otes social action through 
youth em pow erm ent and coahtion building (MuUaly, 1997).
According to  Levine, Toro, and Perkins (1993), services for the homeless in the U nited States 
have focused on developing shelters and other emergency services that do not address roo t causes, and 
many services are actually targeted toward groups showing particular deficits such as m ental illness and 
substance abuse. Brooks, M ilbum, Rotheram -Borus, and W hite (2003) state that some areas o f  the 
U nited States are rich in services, and some are woefully lacking due to lack o f  resources. Services tend 
to  be centralized, with smaller and larger agencies offering different types o f  services. These 
researchers point out that differences in types o f  service may actually be beneficial as there are diverse
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needs among homeless youth, however, the shortage o f  services are very detrimental. Levine et al. 
caution that professionally based emergency services are very costly and may no t reach a substantial 
proportion o f the homeless.
Cauce and Morgan (1994) assert that homeless youth in the United States face a 
non-responsive service system and piecemeal interventions. Reid and Klee (1999) confirm  that a lack 
o f  coordination and inconsistency between services also negatively impact the quality o f  services 
available to youth. Y outh shelters are reportedly dangerous places and are under accessed (Green & 
Ringwalt, 1997). PoUio et al. (1996) state that differences between needs perceived by cHents and 
system, m istrust o f  service providers, population heterogeneity, disaffiliation from  society, and 
services limiting individual freedom  negatively im pact utilization and success o f  youth homelessness 
interventions.
In  a study for the Canadian M ortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC, 2002a), researchers 
conducted case smdies on 12 homeless services across Canada. The agencies studied provide services 
to  an array o f  subpopulations, including youth services. The types o f  services include emergency 
shelters, drop-ins, supported housing, and education, training and counselhng. The focus o f  the smdy 
was to  ascertain w hether program  user involvement in service provision would increase oppormnities 
for personal growth and social action. The smdy found that program  users are seldom involved at the 
Board level, and for this reason, are no t meaningfully involved in policy, consultation, or planning. N or 
are program  users involved to any significant degree in research and evaluation. Acmal work was 
found to  be the m ost com m on type o f involvement in service provision. A  num ber o f  service agencies 
involve service users in building design or development, creative activities, community projects (such 
as fundraising), and training.
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There is another line o f  inquiry. Karabanow (2002) states that there is little research regarding 
the types o f  organizations that exist to help the street youth population, bu t that by understanding how 
individual agencies work, and how agencies w ork together, the community may ascertain w hether the 
population in question is acmally being helped within the system. H e reports that youth shelters have 
been characterized as helpful and needed services, and points out that how agencies w ork together to 
m eet the needs o f  the homeless will determine how  well the community actually m eet those needs. 
Even if  the community is providing services, if  the environm ent is no t one o f cooperation and genuine 
concern, then the community action would be compromised.
Karabanow (1999) explains that interventions reflect ideologies about youth homelessness. 
For example, homelessness may be considered a pathology, where the focus is on the individual youth 
as causing her own homelessness. This ideology may lead to  criminahzation for subsistence strategies. 
Homelessness may also be viewed as a horrific condition from  which youth m ust be rem oved and 
protected. This attitude also maintains pathology as the roo t cause. O n the other hand, homeless youth 
may be viewed as "normal", bu t hving a hfe that reflects societal inequities and difficult hfe 
circumstance. Karabanow (1999) conducted a case study o f  a particularly successful M ontreal street 
kid agency in which in-depth interviews were held with eight front line workers, two supervisors, the 
executive director, and the founder. Karabanow found that this program  was based on a community 
developm ent perspective, with a focus on normahzing youth homelessness and building on the 
strengths o f  the program  users, and he attributed the success o f  the agency to the em pow erm ent and 
acceptance o f the youth.
Bridgman (2001) conducted a study on the developm ent o f a dem onstration project for 
homeless youth in Toronto. This project was also based on an approach o f  em pow erm ent and 
acceptance and was designed to provide transitional housing in addition to training and employment
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oppottunities fo t homeless youth. The training is expected to  benefit the youth over the long term  
because it provides opportunities for career development, no t just minim um  wage jobs for the 
duration o f  the placement.
Recommendations for Interventions
For northern  regions, Finton and Kram er (2005) articulate a vision which includes a holistic 
service m odel to  address underlying needs contributing to homelessness, along with a comprehensive 
m odel providing a continuum  o f  services to m eet a comprehensive range o f  needs. A key factor o f 
bo th  models is the approach under which they are intended to be implemented. For example, a 
collaboration o f  community stakeholders, a youth-centred problem  solving and planning m ethod, and 
a harm  reduction and accepting approach are integral com ponents in successfully addressing short and 
long term  needs.
According to  Haber and Toro (2004), long term  needs require even m ore attention than 
immediate needs, and are also m ore difficult to address. As well, they state that treatm ent and 
prevention are points along the same continuum, and interventions should be targeted toward 
communities, in addition to individuals. H aber and T oro  further argue that by meeting short term  
needs only, we are contributing to the homelessness issue. Transition and long term  services are 
required to acmally alleviate homelessness. As noted by a significant num ber o f researchers, homeless 
youth are a diverse population with diverse needs (Brooks et al., 2003; Mallet, Rosenthal, Myers, 
M üburn, & Rotheram-Borus, 2004; Haber & Toro, 2004) and therefore individuahzed services, or at 
the least, a variety o f services, are needed.
W hitbeck et al. (2001) report that those m ost in harm's way are the m ost challenging to engage, 
and the least accessible youth are those m ost likely to  be at greatest risk. Levine et al. (1993) state that 
self help programs m n  by the homeless themselves can be cost effective and accessible to a wide array
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o f homeless persons and that institutions, including residential youth treatm ent facilities, should be 
avoided. Community based care has been found to be the best hope o f success for children (Levine et 
al, 1993).
Canadian researchers have also found that involving the homeless in the solutions to 
homelessness provides real opportunities for personal growth and positive change (CMHC 2002a). In 
a Canadian study, researchers identified innovative housing projects for youth, located in the United 
States, France, and G reat Britain, and examined the factors that made these projects successful 
(CMHC, 2002b). The researchers identified com m on factors that they deem critical to intervention 
success, including the following:
•  project m ust be centred on youth and their needs
•  youth m ust demonstrate their desire to do something about their situation
•  service provision m ust be global (i.e. range from  shelters to  long term  empowerment)
•  relationships o f trust are critical
•  individuahzed services are im portant (reflecting heterogeneous nature o f  population)
•  an evaluation process m ust be built in
•  programs m ust be community based, and include neighbourhood, employment, and 
education
•  family m ediation services should be available
•  agencies/com m unity m ust w ork in cooperation; existing services utüized
•  large decentralized services should be avoided
•  ordinary housing distributed throughout the community is the preference
CM HC (2002b) reports that researchers found that support services for youth are noted as 
being a critical com ponent in providing solutions for homelessness. They report that homeless youth
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have identified fout types o f  help as being critical: compassion; rules and boundaries, with 
consequences for inappropriate behaviour; practical assistance such as food, housing, and money; and 
professional intervention. The youth identified the need for relationships as being o f  imperative 
im portance, and in addition to the commonly accepted needs such as safe and affordable housing, 
opporm nity to  develop life skills, and access to services such as training and education, the studies also 
showed the need for social ties. Participation and control issues were seen by the youth as important.
Kraus et al. (2001) confirm  that a continuum  o f  housing and support services, a fuU range o f 
housing options and support programs, m ore programs and services, and m ore affordable housing are 
essential. They also confirm  that models that enable youth to remain in one housing option as they 
progress through the continuum  o f services and stages are important. Measures to prevent 
homelessness, such as family mediation, confhct resolution, helping youth stay in school, recreation 
centres, and family and children support are also identified as significant components.
In Karabanow's 2003 report, he articulates that services for street youth that are successful 
have provided youth with a space where they can feel safe, cared for, and part o f a community. An 
environm ent where youth can gain courage, strength, resihency, and where citizenship instead o f 
pathology is reinforced is needed for homeless youth. Karabanow (1999; 2002) advises that how we 
approach the issue o f  youth homelessness, and how well agencies w ork together are the critical factors 
in service provision for homeless youth. Agencies m ust no t stand alone, and bo th  the ideology and 
spirit o f  each community m ust reflect cooperation and respect for the strengths o f  the population 
being served. Van Leeuwen (2004) supports the notion that government, non  governm ent, and private 
agencies m ust collaborate to successfully rem ove youth from  the street on a perm anent basis.
A num ber o f  researchers have also identified the im portance o f  providing on site services 
(Jackson & McSwain, 1992) and to strategically locate the services (Levine et al. 1993). Karabanow
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(1999) describes a successful project where a youth shelter became a part o f  the street culture -  the 
shelter came to the youth as opposed to the youth having to leave their environm ent to  go to  the 
shelter. This project was based on the ideology o f  accepting the youth where they are, as opposed to 
m oving them  to where society thinks they should be.
Although family m ediation is an im portant service, programs that "restore" youth to their 
famihes m ust be avoided Janus et al., 1995). Many youth have left their famihes for safety reasons, or 
at the very least, because they did no t feel comfortable. Therefore, while mediation services are 
im portant, programs that rem rn youth to the environm ent from  which they have escaped would be 
avoided by many youth. As weU, ensuring that services provide equitable access to ah youth, regardless 
o f  gender or sexual orientation, is essential (O'Brien, Travers, & BeU, 1993). N ovae et al. (2002) also 
point out that services m ust recognize and respect the distinctive needs o f  female youth.
Timing o f  interventions is another factor to consider. Proactive interventions before youth are 
weU estabhshed on the street provide a better chance for youth to  avoid prolonged homelessness (Reid 
& Klee, 1999). McCarthy et al. (2002) report that youth build relationships involving tm st and 
reciprocity with other homeless individuals and groups. Timing is im portant because once youth have 
estabhshed these relationships, they may be resistant to interventions where they wih need to  develop 
new relationships with people w hom  they do no t yet trust.
Ah in ah, the research and N orth  American professional experience indicate that although 
immediate needs m ust be met, long term  needs m ust be addressed if  youth homelessness is going to be 
aheviated (Haber & Toro, 2004). Governm ents and community agencies m ust cohaborate to m eet the 
needs o f  homeless youth (Van Leeuwen, 2004), and we m ust m eet they youth where they are and 
ensure that they are included in community (Karabanow, 1999). As weh, we m ust address accessibility
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issues, ensure that services provide equitable access (Janus et al., 1995), and m eet the needs o f  all 
sectors o f  the homelessness population, including adolescent women.
The literature review conducted for the purpose o f this paper reveals that adolescent 
homelessness in Canada is a significant problem , and it is no t going away - in fact it is on the rise. 
Homelessness puts youth at risk for iU health, victimization, and crirninalization, and many youth 
resort to dangerous subsistence strategies to survive. Issues relating specifically to  homeless adolescent 
w om en include high rates o f sexual and physical abuse in their families o f  origin and high rates o f 
victimization on the street. In  order to survive, many adolescent homeless w om en are forced to 
participate in survival sex, prostitution, and other illegal activities such as selling drugs. The risks that 
these young wom en face due to survival strategies, environm ental factors, and lack o f  structure place 
them  at very high risk for victimization and iU health.
Social action is needed to address the roo t o f  the problem  - otherwise, we are simply applying 
band-aids to child abuse and neglect issues, and to poverty. Social change may begin when we learn 
w hat the youth who have experienced homelessness in our community believe the community should 
be doing to support adolescent homeless women. This research may provide a solid base o f 
understanding from  which our community can collectively begin to take action.
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Approach to Understanding Homelessness
In  order to  effectively address adolescent homelessness, we require approaches that result in 
social and structural changes, as opposed to approaches that merely result in provision o f  safety nets. 
Each approach to  understanding and addressing homelessness is based on a theory o f  why and how 
youth become homeless. Theoretical approaches may differ in whether they assume the perspective o f 
individual or collective responsibility, whether they are based on macro or micro causes, and whether 
they favour a top down or bo ttom  up approach to intervention. They may also differ significantly in 
fundamental political belief systems. A num ber o f  approaches and perspectives have been utilized in 
N orth  American research, and this chapter provides a summary o f these. The theories range from  
trauma theory, an individuahstic approach, to m ore hoHstic and collective approaches such as 
ecological theory. The chapter concludes w ith a description o f  the theory on which this study is based.
Trauma theory proposes that psychological traumas experienced in Hfe predispose youth to 
homelessness, and exacerbate the experience o f  homelessness when it occurs (Goodm an, Saxe, & 
Harvey, 1991). Risk ampHfication is a theory proposed by W hitbeck et al. (2001), and according to  this 
theory, children w ho experience abuse at an early age are set on a trajectory that wtU predispose them  
to homelessness as adolescents. Schweitzer and Hier (1994) argue that a multicausal m odel for 
explaining adolescent homelessness is m ost appropriate. They beheve that early Hfe stage deprivations 
are associated with adolescent homelessness. StiH other researchers argue that poverty and child 
developm ent are linked, and that these are strong contributing factors to adolescent homelessness 
(Haber & Toro, 2004). Intergenerational theory links out o f  hom e care children to increased risk o f 
homelessness at later stages in Hfe (Haber & T oro, 2004). FinaUy, ecological theory proposes that a 
m ultim de o f social issues contribute to adolescent homelessness (Haber & Toro, 2004). A detailed 
description o f each theory foUows herewith.
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Youth Hopelessness Theories
G oodm an et al. (1991) argue that psychological trauma theory is a useful perspective for 
understanding the experience o f  homelessness. Psychological trauma is a set o f  responses to 
extraordinary, emotionally overwhelming, and personally uncontrollable Hfe events (Figley, 1985b and 
V an der Kolk, 1987a, as cited in G oodm an et al., 1991), and homelessness may actually exacerbate 
symptoms o f psychological trauma among individuals w ho have histories o f  victimization (Goodm an 
et al., 1991). N o t only may personal history have produced traum a and put an individual at risk for 
homelessness, bu t the event(s) o f  becoming homeless and the condition o f  homelessness are both  
likely to produce trauma as well. These researchers report that symptoms o f  psychological trauma 
include those grouped under post traumatic stress disorder as well as substance abuse, self-mutilation, 
intolerance o f intimacy, a general sense o f  helplessness, and social disaffiHation. They also explain that 
psychological trauma damages one's sense o f  trust, safety, and security. In  sum, trauma theory 
supports the contention that significantly reducing traum a in the Hves o f  children (before they become 
homeless) would have a substantial positive im pact on the prevalence o f  youth homelessness.
W hitbeck et al. (2001) propose that a risk ampHfication m odel is useful in explaining what 
happens to youth on the streets. They argue that early abuse by caretakers increases the likelihood o f 
deviant behaviours while the adolescents are on their own, and that participation in deviant behaviours 
places adolescents at risk for street victimization. In  addition, they posmlate that negative chains o f 
events develop m om entum  over time and becom e difficult to change - putting youth on a trajectory 
for deviant behaviours. Research has shown that patterns estabhshed by coercive/abusive caretakers
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are particularly insidious (Finkellior & Asidgian, 1996 and Straus & GeUes, 1990, as cited in W hitbeck 
et al., 2001).
Theoretically linking lifestyle exposure and hfe course developm ent with youth homelessness 
provides a base for understanding behaviour and risks o f  adolescents w ho are homeless. This in turn 
enables relevant prevention and intervention strategies to  be conceived and designed. As supported by 
traum a theory, early intervention prior to homelessness is the key.
Multicausal psychosocial model.
This m odel argues that emotional, social and cultural deprivation is associated with 
homelessness in adolescents (Schweitzer & Hier, 1994). These deprivations include lack o f  adequate 
warm th and affection, inadequate fostering o f  interpersonal skills in the hom e, and an environm ent 
which fails to encourage personal growth and development. Empirically, Schweitzer and Hier found 
that parents o f  homeless adolescents were perceived as less caring than parents o f  housed participants, 
that homeless adolescents rated their famihes higher on confhct and lower on cohesion than did 
housed participants, and that homeless adolescents perceived their family environm ents as relatively 
unstimulating.
According to this m odel o f  understanding youth homelessness, experiences o f  physical and 
sexual abuse are no t named specificaUy. However, the m odel clearly identifies aspects o f hom e hfe that 
contribute to youth homelessness, and the timing o f  intervention according to this m odel is no 
different than what has been identified through trauma and risk amphfication theories.
According to  Haber and T oro (2004), there is a positive correlation between family income 
and child developm ent and outcomes. They cite smdies that show that parents hving in poverty have 
fewer resources to  devote to their children (Becker & Thom as, 1986), and that quahty o f  parenting is
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negatively affected by poverty because parenting skills are negatively affected by the stress related to 
poverty (Conger & Elder, 1994). Thus children o f  famihes Hving in poverty are proposed to  be 
disadvantaged, leading to heightened risk for homelessness as adolescents.
However, it is well docum ented that adolescents w ho are homeless leave hom e for variety o f 
reasons, and poverty has no t been identified as one o f  these reasons. The U nited States General 
A ccounting Office (1989, cited in Rotheram-Borus et al., 1996) reports that lack o f a supportive and 
functional family is the m ost com m on factor associated with youth homelessness. Rew et al. (2001) Hst 
emotional, physical, and sexual abuse, hom ophobia, and parental disapproval o f their substance use as 
leading reasons. Schweitzer and Hier (1994) found that family environm ents o f  homeless adolescents 
were perceived as unstimulating and devoid o f  meaningful social, poHtical, inteUecmal, and culmral 
activities. Kipke, Palmer, LaFrance, and O 'C onnor (1997) conducted a study that supports the theory 
that no one parenting style or set o f child-rearing practices are associated with homelessness among 
youth.
Y outh homelessness has been linked to  childhood abuse by a num ber o f  researchers 
(Rotheram-Borus et al., 1996; Janus, Brown, & W elsh, 1994; K urtz et al., 1991). Associating family 
poverty with youth homelessness leads to a dubious Hnk between poverty and childhood abuse, and 
caution in forming this association is warranted. It appears that while poverty may be the primary 
determ inant o f  youth homelessness in developing countries (Rotheram-Borus et al., 1996), confhct 
and family dysfunction prevail as leading risk factors in developed countries.
Haber and Toro (2004) argue that family poverty may lead to family homelessness, which in 
turn may lead to inconsistent and disrupted physical environments. These factors may contribute to 
poor perform ance in school, and reduce the probabihty o f  fumre success in the areas o f education and 
employment, and thus may provide an indirect path to adolescent homelessness. A lthough poverty as
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a cause o f  adolescent homelessness in N orth  America is questionable, poverty has been identified as a 
barrier to  adolescents rem oving themselves from  the street once they have becom e homeless 
(Raleigh-DuRoff, 2004). As well, poverty and lack o f  economic opportunity have been identified as 
key reasons for the high risk behaviours o f youth on the street, since street youth have Httle 
opportunity to find legitimate employment (Gaetz and O 'Grady, 2002).
The proposition o f intergenerational homelessness theory is that ou t o f  hom e care increases 
risk for homelessness later in hfe. Haber and T oro  (2004) include time spent in a shelter and other 
homeless situations in their definition o f out o f hom e care. As noted above, family poverty may place 
youth at risk for future unsuccessful outcom es in the areas o f  education and employment, and thus for 
homelessness as adults.
H aber and Toro (2004) point out that a high num ber o f  homeless adults spent time in care o f 
the state as children. The G A O  (1989 as cited in Rotheram -Borus et al., 1996) estimates that about half 
o f  the youth who run away have spent time in foster care. O ther adolescent homelessness researchers 
have also found that a significant proportion o f the adolescent homeless population arrive at 
homelessness via care o f  the state, and some refer to  this group as the "doubly homeless" (Kurtz et al., 
1991; Herm an & Susser, 1997). However, smdies designed to explore the complex relationships 
between out o f  hom e care and childhood homelessness on future homelessness have no t been 
conducted (Haber & Toro, 2004).
Ecological theory.
H aber and T oro (2004) describe the ecological perspective as a general framework that can 
guide research, intervention, and pohcy concerning homelessness. They recognize that our complex 
social system requires broad social analysis, including a focus on individual factors, family factors, and
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societal factors. A lthough no t always identified as an ecological perspective, a num ber o f  researchers 
are focusing on broader issues including the need to address immediate needs o f  the individuals along 
with longer term  solutions, and some are questioning whether to blame the victim or wider systemic 
problem s (Novae et al., 1996).
Theoretical Tramework for Present Study
U pon completion o f a thorough review o f  the Hterature relating to adolescent homelessness in 
Canada and the United States (see Hterature review, chapter 2), it has becom e evident that social 
scientists have, almost w ithout exception, examined the issue in isolation. The problem  has been 
nam ed and described, youth have been labeled, precipitating factors have been identified, and impacts 
on health and weU-being have been weU documented. As noted previously, a num ber o f  theoretical 
frameworks for youth homelessness have been proposed, yet for the m ost part, researchers are 
continuing to examine the problem  in isolation, outside o f  poHtics and society. Proposed interventions 
thus flow predominantly from  this perspective as weU, with Httle real social changes actuaUy 
happening, and the problem  continuing to escalate (Bridgman, 2001; H aber & Toro, 2004).
This chapter provides a description o f social power in our society, and links it to  adolescent 
homelessness. As weU, brief explanations o f  social problem s, social work, and feminist w ork are 
provided. FinaUy, social problem s, structural social work, and feminist theory are discussed in relation 
to  adolescent wom en's homelessness, and provide the theoretical framework o f  this research.
Socialpower
According to Ricks, Charlesworth, BeUefeuUle, and Field (1999), each individual's capacity is 
Hmited by both internal potential and external factors. They explain that in Canada a hierarchical 
bureaucracy provides the foundation for the rules and procedures that guide and govern m em bers o f 
our communities. Smith (1995) states that poHtical institutions are undemocratic in alm ost every way
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and that the great bureaucracies within which we Uve and w ork are stifling, authoritarian, and 
hierarchic. Because our social, health, and justice programs are im bedded in our bureaucracies, the 
bureaucracies control these programs.
Ricks et al. (1999) also point out that bureaucratic accountability is focused on fiscal 
responsibility, and therefore, long-term  outcom es take a back seat in terms o f priority. As well, the 
choice for community m em bers is limited because policy makers set expectations, and the policies are 
translated into programs with Httle discretion. Bureaucracies have a need to be efficient, combined 
with a need to follow poHcy, resulting in inflexible and top down programs and services. Thus, power 
over many resides with a few.
The namre o f  bureaucracies includes an "us" and "them" mentahty; they pay Httle attention to 
individual needs; provide fragmented services; are competitive, self serving, and self protective; utiHze 
reductionist thinking to produce simple solutions; and rem ove choice (Ricks et al., 1999). Smith (1995) 
confirms that we have developed specializations and experts, resulting in fragmented and 
compartmentaHzed services. There is a lack o f  wiU for coUaborative service deHvery because o f  the 
"us" and "them" mentaHty, perceived com petition for resources, and division o f  labour and skiU, 
creating problems for those working toward resolution o f  social problems.
Youth homelessness has been identified as a social problem  in Canada as weU as in other 
industriaHzed countries, and the question to ask now, before we can ask how  can we eradicate youth 
homelessness, is how the problem  should be framed. W e have examined youth homelessness under an 
overarching them e o f  delinquency, and denied the roles played by larger systemic forces (Bronstein, 
1996, as cited in Bridgman, 2001). By continuing to frame the problem  as youth and family pathology, 
we focus on deficiencies and this may acmaUy foster homelessness and detract from  wellness based
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progtam s (Haber & Toro, 2004). The focus on deficiencies results in a cyclical dependency on the state 
as the underlying social issues cannot be articulated or addressed and may even be exacerbated by 
proposed solutions. According to Giroux (2003), a generation o f  youth is at risk because o f  our failure 
to recognize inherent strengths in youth, and our failure to frame the problem s as community or 
societal issues.
Giroux (2003) reports that in the U nited States, there is systematic failure to provide safety and 
security for children. Children have fewer rights than almost any other group, and fewer ways to 
protect their rights. Their voices are almost completely absent in the developm ent o f pohcy. 
Homelessness is only one o f the issues facing American youth as a result o f  their position in society 
and their lack o f power. Giroux also reports that the poHtical attimde o f suspicion and m istrust o f 
youth in the United States is being translated into pohcy, and youth are being criminahzed and 
persecuted at accelerated rates. For example, extracurricular activities have been cut, and youth are 
being excluded from  pubhc spheres outside o f  schools and forced to  spend time in the streets. In  some 
jurisdictions, youth have to submit to drug testing in their schools, and school years have been 
shortened.
Were we to fund youth programs extravagantly, bu t maintain the structure o f power over 
youth w ithout reform, the problem s facing youth would persist. According to  MuUaly (1997), a state o f 
welfare capitahsm exists when the social welfare m odel supports the strucmres o f  dom ination and 
oppression. Thus, by redistributing resources w ithout changing the social fabric o f  society to  one o f 
equity or participatory democracy, the whole area o f  spirimal, emotional, and motivational needs o f  
youth cannot be met. Therefore, social change m ust be considered if  we are to genuinely im prove the 
hves and futures o f  youth.
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Social change can begin at different levels. For example, according to Kuyek (1990), affecting 
political change comes down to confrontation w ith a pow er structure - those people who benefit from  
the way things are now, and who control resources. W hen contemplating how to make political change 
to  counter social injustice at this level, it is im portant to w ork with an issue that generates passion, to 
determine the ideal solution, and to assess both  allies and adversaries. Then, a concerted push for 
reform  may occur.
Reform  may also occur through community development. Advocates for community 
developm ent urge social change in the area o f youth homelessness from  a less grand and possibly m ore 
manageable level. For example, Cadell et al. (2001) propose a wellness m odel that encompasses and 
advocates a vision combining hum an spirit and healthy community. While this m odel prom otes a 
strengths based perspective and empowerm ent, it operates within our existing political and 
bureaucratic system. Social change occurs over time, and like a wave as m ore communities move 
toward community health models.
According to Gusfield (1975 as cited in Cadell et al., 2001), community means that the 
m em bers have a shared sense o f  belonging, a com m on history and identity, shared experience, and 
emotional closeness. Ricks et al. (1999) translate the meaning o f  community to be a collection o f 
relationships in which people feel identification, belonging, sharing, and m utual caring. They argue that 
healthy community requires a shift from  power and control values to learning, creativity, and harm ony 
values, giving community members the ability to  shift from  the perspective o f  scarcity and pessimism 
to abundance and optimism.
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A limited num ber o f  innovative Canadian projects designed to build on strengths, foster a 
sense o f  community, and empower homeless youth have been piloted and evaluated (Karabanow, 
1999; Bridgman, 2001). These projects dem onstrate how  a holistic approach, combined with a 
com m itm ent to perceive homeless youth as part o f  the solution rather than the problem  can have a 
dramatic impact on the lives o f  homeless youth in the community, and on society's perception o f the 
problem .
Social work is based on the values o f humanism, egalitarianism, respect, self-determination, 
and acceptance (MuUaly, 1997). As well, MuUaly (1997) states that the foundations o f  social work 
inherently include a belief in participatory democracy, a system where societal decisions drive 
econom ic decisions, and a social welfare system that emphasizes equality, solidarity, and community. 
However, since social w ork is primarily carried out in agencies managed by or heavily dependent upon 
the state (McKay, 1999), social workers are put in a difficult position. By meeting the demands o f  the 
state, which is also the employer and program  funder, social workers may be in conflict with the values 
and goals o f  their profession.
M ainstream social w ork practice tends to focus on individuals as opposed to environments 
(Mckay, 1999), supporting the status quo. It follows that the majority o f the research and interventions 
designed to address the problem  o f  youth homelessness have focused on the individuals experiencing 
homelessness, and their families, as opposed to comm unity or society. O n the other hand, progressive 
practitioners recognize that social problems are rooted in the social order and inequities in societal 
structures (McKay, 1999), and therefore, attempting to  rehabilitate people experiencing problem s, 
instead o f  changing the environments, is likely going to be ineffective. P roponents for progressive 
social work practice advocate for transformative change toward a fairer society. Canadian efforts to
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addtess youth homelessness have focused on the individual for the m ost part (Bridgman, 2001), yet 
Canadian youth homelessness is still on the rise (Krause et al., 2001; Karabanow, 2002), which suggests 
that another approach, such as a societal change perspective, may be warranted.
The position o f structural social work theory is to  provide immediate relief on one level, and 
longer term  institutional or structural change on another level (MuUaly, 1997). Social workers 
practicing under this theory strive to aUeviate the negative effects o f an exploitative social order, and to 
transform  the social structures that cause the negative effects. Structural social workers may stiU be 
caught in a dUemma o f  how to best m eet the needs o f  individuals and communities within the 
param eters o f pohcy and fiscal restraint.
In  many studies on homelessness there is a distinct lack o f  feminist perspective. Such absence 
is lamentable. Feminist social work practice is focused on elirninating dom ination, subordination, 
exploitation, and oppression o f wom en (Heinonen & Spearman, 2001). CampbeU and Schram (1995) 
state that women's lives and experiences have no t been adequately captured or addressed by 
m ainstream  science, and that the dom inant group's view has been im posed on everyone, including 
women. They explain that science and its practice uphold the values and experiences o f white middle 
class males and that the values and experiences o f w om en have no t been systematicaUy examined. 
However, in regard to homelessness, there are clear differences between wom en's and men's 
experiences (Harman, 1992). By studying homelessness through a feminist lens, women's experiences 
and realities may be vaUdated, and feminist social action may begin (Heinonen & Spearman, 2001). 
Social action should begin through consciousness raising, which aUows w om en to recognize that the 
personal is political and to  address societal inequities (Heinonen & Spearman, 2001).
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The goal o f  feminist scholarship is to improve the status o f  w om en (Eichler, 1997). Eichler 
explains that feminist research is a perspective, no t a m ethod. In  fact, there is no feminist m ethodology 
per se. Feminist research is an inclusive process, providing voices to  oppressed wom en; it is subjective; 
it is nonhierarchical; its theory is grounded in experience; and it aims to create social change.
Adolescent homeless w om en are triply disadvantaged in our society. They are among Canada's 
homeless population, they are youth, and they are female. I f  they are o f  a visible minority group, their 
position is disadvantaged further. Their position in society, their lack o f power, and their lack o f voice 
have amassed into a lack o f  research on issues that pertain specifically to them , and a lack o f  programs 
designed specifically for them. While adult w om en have attained recognition that male dom inated 
research and programs do no t fit their needs, adolescent wom en's homelessness research remains 
sparse. Vahdation o f  women's experiences has becom e a key com ponent o f  feminist research, yet for 
Canadian adolescent homeless wom en, bo th  validation and research are alm ost nonexistent.
The driving purpose o f this research is to ascertain what adolescent w om en who have been 
homeless in W hitehorse need from  our community. A strong consideration o f  this research 
m ethodology is to approach the problem  o f adolescent women's homelessness from  the perspective 
that it is no t the youth that are at the roo t o f  the problem , bu t their environments. By being empathie 
and open to their explanations, the researcher enables the participants to avoid feeling blamed, to  feel 
that they are heard, and to have an opportunity to be creative in stating their needs and suggestions. 
This research is also intended to  provide vahdation o f  the experiences o f adolescent w om en who have 
been homeless in W hitehorse, and to enable adolescent w om en to have active voices in describing 
their experiences, their needs, and in generating solutions in their community. The inform ation
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provided by the young w om en is intended to be used to advocate for social change, whether it is in the 
form  o f consciousness raising, community development, or pohtical action.
Theory for present research.
T he assum ption that youth in our society, particularly female youth, are w ithout power is a 
strong underpinning o f  this research. The focus on bureaucratic efficiencies and fiscal responsibihties, 
which have been the driving forces about whether and how  our community should act, is a serious 
concern. A desire to  rem ove the focus from  the individual, and the family, and redirect it to  society and 
the systematic processes that provide an environm ent that allows youth homelessness to occur guides 
this research as well. The goal o f  m oving toward transform ation through social action, by facilitating a 
focus on wellness as opposed to pathology is part o f  the framework guiding this research. The 
framework also incorporates a high regard for the value in developing a healthy community, and a 
strong desire to facihtate social change through healthy community. Overall, the framework for this 
research recognizes and embraces feminist theory, strucmral social work theory, and a wellness 
approach.
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Chapter 4 Youth Homelessness in Context
While research on adolescent homelessness in N orth  America is becom ing m ore prohfic, it is 
guided by a num ber o f  theoretical approaches, as described in Chapter 3. The context in which the 
theoretical frameworks exist is perhaps as im portant in understanding and addressing youth 
homelessness as the frameworks themselves. For example, how pervasive the issues are in global, 
regional, and jurisdictional contexts can have imphcations on  how the issues are addressed within 
different regions and jurisdictions. Understanding how the issues are perceived on various levels, how 
m uch support is provided to each community and country, and what the obhgations o f  each o f  these 
jurisdictions are, are im portant factors in w hether or no t the issue is given priority, how  it is addressed, 
and by whom. This chapter provides an overview o f  youth homelessness on regional, national, and 
global levels.
U N  Convention
O n N ovem ber 20,1989, the United N ations adopted a docum ent entided the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights o f the Child which spells ou t the rights o f  children and youth worldwide 
(Canadian Children’s Rights Council report on Canada’s National Child Day, 2004). This Convention 
outlines responsibihties o f  governm ents, famihes, and caregivers, in addition to rights o f  children. 
Each child’s right to  supportive family, housing, and education are specifically identified. The United 
States and Somaha are the only countries in the world that have no t yet ratified this Convention, and 
the United States has indicated that it does no t have any intention o f  doing so.
UN Convention in Canada
Canada ratified the Convention in 1991 (McGregor, 2005). However, the developm ent o f  a 
legal framework that would m eet the obhgations o f the Convention is stiU ongoing. The federal
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governm ent was planning to m eet with territorial and provincial governm ents to discuss ways to fulfill 
the Convention in late April 2005, however, the outcom es o f  these meetings are currently unknown.
Canada’s com m itm ent to the Convention has been questionable, according to Senator 
Andreychuk, the Chair o f  the Standing Senate Com m ittee on H um an Rights, as there is no one single 
enabling piece o f legislation that puts it into law (The Standing Senate Committee on H um an Rights, 
2005, February 14). In  fact, a recent Supreme Court ruling upholds the use o f  “reasonable force” 
against children, thus perm itting capital punishm ent (McGregor, 2005). Peter Dudding, the Executive 
D irector o f the Canadian Child Welfare League o f  Canada, reports that the num ber o f  children and 
youth entering the pubhc foster care system increased by 50 percent between 1996 and 2003 (The 
Standing Senate Committee on H um an Rights, 2005, February 14). D udding states that this is an 
indication o f the state o f well-being o f  children in Canada, and o f  the nature o f  Canada’s prevention 
programs.
O n D ecem ber 13, 2004, the Senate o f  Canada Standing Committee on H um an Rights 
com m enced an investigation process on Canada's international obhgations on the rights and freedoms 
o f  children (The Standing Senate Com m ittee on H um an Rights, 2004, N ovem ber 18). The focus o f 
this investigation has been directed to the children o f  other countries. The Canadian Children's Rights 
Council (2004) states that an investigation o f  the rights o f  Canada's children would be embarrassing as 
Canadian governments have failed to provide for the rights o f Canadian children.
The G overnm ent o f Canada reports to have taken a leading role at the W orld Summit For 
Children in 1990, and claims that by ratifying the Convention, Canada has affirmed the inherent 
dignity, equality, and inalienable rights o f  all people, including children. (A Canada Fit for Children, 
2004). Canada has developed a national action plan for children (“Brighter Futures”), as well as 
designated a National Child Day. The National Children’s Agenda has been developed and provides a
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vision for prom oting the best starts in life for Canadian children, and the necessary opportunities to 
reach their full potential. The G overnm ent o f  Canada claims that “ for the m ost part, children in 
Canada are doing well.” (A Canada Fit for Children, 2004). This appears to fly in the face o f  what 
critics have described as increasing child poverty and deteriorating social programs resulting in an 
increase o f  children and youth in care o f  the state.
There are an estimated 30 to 170 million homeless adolescents worldwide (Farrow et al., 1992 
cited in Raleigh-DuRoff, 2004). Panter-Brick (2002) reports that U N IC EF (cited in Campos, 1994) 
estimates that there are 100 million youth growing up in the streets worldwide. Estim ating the num ber 
o f  homeless youth, and classifying or categorizing street youth is a challenge due to the fluidity o f  the 
youth, and the heterogeneous nature o f the populations (Panter-Brick, 2002).
Street children are highly visible in urban centers worldwide, and have begun to be considered 
only one group o f poor children who are considered high risk (Panter-Brick ,2002). A lthough in 
western countries children tend to be on the street because o f  a lack o f a suitable family or family 
conflict, in many developing countries, many children on the streets are working to support famihes 
(Panter-Brick, 2002). However, this is no t always the case, as a notable exception may be street 
children o f  Africa who are homeless because they are orphans (Rotheram-Borus et al. 1996). In Brazil, 
many children are homeless due to the poverty o f their famihes, and the parents are unable to support 
them  (Rotheram-Botus et al., 1996). In these cases, homelessness is a way o f hfe (Rotheram-Borus et 
al., 1996) as opposed to a temporary state as it is hoped to  be for homeless youth in Canada (Higgitt et 
al., 2003).
According to  Haber and Toro (2004), there have been only a few attem pts to compare 
homelessness across nations. Results o f one study show that hfetime prevalence o f  hteral
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homelessness was the highest in the United States and the U nited Kingdom, with lower rates in four 
other European countries (Toro et al., 2004, cited in H aber & Toro, 2004).
In  prosperous countries worldwide, homelessness in general is a concern that continues to 
plague the poor. Bitoun (1999) reports that in France for example, there are an estimated 1 miUion 
homeless people (out o f  a total population o f 60 imllion) despite the fact that the gross national 
product has increased by 50 percent, and average incom e has increased by over 33 per cent in the past 
twenty years. Share International (“Homeless in Holland” 1999, June) also reports that although 
Holland is considered one o f  the m ost affluent nations o f  the world, the num ber o f  homeless has been 
estimated at 40,000, out o f a total population o f  15.5 million. In  Spain, there are 273,000 homeless out 
o f  a total population o f 39.6 million, bu t ironically, some 15 percent o f existing housing is empty (Font, 
1998).
Hargrave (1999) reports that homelessness in Canada is estimated at 100,000 to 250,000 out o f 
a total population o f  28 miUion. As Canadian youth homelessness alone has been estimated at 150,000 
in some other studies (Radford et al., 1989, and Caputo et al., 1997, cited in Higgitt et al., 2003), an 
estimate o f  100,000 to 250,000 for the total num ber o f  homeless appears low.
The Canadian North
Krause et al. (2001) report that there is very limited inform ation in terms o f  num bers o f 
adolescent homeless, and their characteristics, in the Canadian north. These researchers found that 
although the invisible homeless predominate, youth w ho are absolutely homeless have been identified 
as well. In  spite o f  this, until recently there were no youth shelters in the north.
Yellowknife began a new drop in program  for youth between the ages o f  13 and 18 years in July 
2003, funded through Yellowknife Health and Social Services ("Overnight weekend. . 2 0 0 3 ,  July 
31). This program  was open weekends from  m idnight until 7:30 a.m. to  provide youth with a safe
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haven, bu t did n o t provide beds. Unfortunately, due to funding issues, the shelter was forced to close. 
O n  N ovem ber 1, 2005, the Side D oor Y outh Centre opened a new shelter called The Living Room  (R. 
Peters, personal communication, N ovem ber 7,2005). Y outh are able to access emergency shelter from  
m idnight until 8:00 am on any night o f the week until at least M arch 31, 2006 when the current funding 
arrangement concludes.
Two youth shelters opened up in the north  in 2004. CBC N orth  (“Teen shelter . . . ” , 2004, 
January 9) reported that a five-bed shelter for people aged 16-25 had opened in Iqaluit, the capital city 
o f  N unavut, the preceding August. However, after only five m onths o f  operation, its existence was 
jeopardized due to  lack o f  funding. In  2005, both  the homeless shelter and hom e for troubled youth, 
while sfiH in operation, are also still struggling financially. Younger-Lewis (2005) reports that the 
budget crunch has never been so bad, that the lUifiit Society, which runs the shelter, is struggling to pay 
staff wages, and that volunteers are covering expenses out o f  their own pockets. The territorial 
governm ent is expected to  provide enough funding to support local agencies to  leverage funds from  
federal programs, bu t are n o t com m itted to funding a shelter.
K irstinsdottir (2004) o f  the Yukon News reports that in W hitehorse, the Y outh o f Today 
Society piloted a six m onth  youth homelessness project during the winter o f  2004. According to 
K irstinsdottir the shelter provided hom es for 18 people between the ages o f  18 and 25 years. However, 
at the conclusion o f the six m onth  project, the shelter was unable to  secure funding from  either the 
federal or territorial governm ents to keep the shelter in operation. Gehm air et al. (2004) report that the 
Blue Feather Housing Program  closed in the spring o f 2004 due to  lack o f funding even though $1 
million had been com m itted to  Yukon homelessness through national initiatives.
According to  Novae et al. (2002), in which the writers report on young women's homelessness 
in Yellowknife, young northern homeless wom en couch surf, stay in coffee shops at night, sleep over
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w atm  grates, in stairwells, and in bank machine entryways, and trade sex for shelter. Aboriginal youth 
are over represented in this homeless population. D ue to the northern location o f  Yellowknife, and its 
isolation, conditions are different than those in the south. N o t only are weather conditions m ore 
extreme, it is com m on for houses to have no plumbing or heat, for one room  dwellings to house a 
m ultitude o f people, for shacks to provide housing on the outskirts o f town, and for extremely high 
rents.
BeU (2004) reports that homelessness in N unavut remains hidden in the stairwells and 
overcrowded homes. This is verified by the National Housing Research Com m ittee (NHRC) (2002) 
which states that N unavut has the highest average num ber o f  people per dwelling, with the average 
num ber o f  people per room  being 0.84, while the Canadian average is 0.04. T o the homeless in the 
Canadian territories, sleeping outdoors is no t an option (BeU, 2004), and many o f  the homeless crowd 
in w ith relatives where it is no t uncom m on for 10 to 15 people to  share a smaU hom e or apartment. 
BeU claims that hundreds o f people are on waiting Usts for pubUc housing in m ost communities and 
many m ore do no t even pu t their names on the Ust because the waiting time is too long. As N unavut 
has one o f  the highest b irth  rates and youngest populations in Canada, the housing problem  is 
expected to  get worse (BeU, 2004). BeU reports that ren t on a bachelor apartm ent ranges from  $1500 - 
$2000 per m onth.
T he N H RC (2002) confirms that homelessness in the north  is different than in the south. 
Living in the north  means that the temperatures are colder, and the homeless population is less visible 
as they crowd into dwellings. Construction costs are higher, and buUdings tend to be smaUer, with less 
Uvable space. As weU, communities tend to be isolated, with large centres, where m ore services are 
available, being a significant distance away from  smaUer communities.
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W hitehotse is a relatively large northern city, with a population o f just over 20,000 people. It is 
located in the Y ukon Territory where there are thirteen rural communities outside o f  W hitehorse, one 
o f  which is accessible only by airplane during spring, summer, and fall. The population o f  the entire 
territory is approximately 32,000. O ne o f the closest large Canadian cities is E dm onton, a 24-hour 
drive away. Physical isolation makes W hitehorse unique when compared to southern (south o f  60* 
parallel) communities, including those in the northern areas o f British Columbia and Alberta. Y outh in 
W hitehorse have limited ability to  leave the region, as other urban areas are such a long distance away.
The housing m arket in W hitehorse has been on an upward trend for the past three years, with 
availability declining, and prices rising. A  C H O N  FM news broadcast (July 11, 2005) reports that 
between the last quarter o f  2004 and the end o f the first quarter in 2005, the average cost o f  a house in 
W hitehorse increased by $20,000. The average cost o f  a country residential hom e increased by $50,000 
over the same period. And, while W hitehorse has a public transit system, it has limited hours o f 
operation (i.e. the only evening service is on Fridays, and there is no service on Sundays) and regular 
bu t infrequent schedules. Thus transportation from  the downtown area is limited outside o f  business 
hours. Lack o f pubhc transportation is also a significant problem  for youth, often resulting in youth 
being smck in unsafe places overnight (Finton & Kramer, 2005).
Whitehorse Kej Informant Reports
In  order to gauge the extent o f homelessness from  a professional point o f  view, two 
W hitehorse service providers in the area o f  youth services were interviewed on July 6, 2005. O ne 
service provider has extensive experience working in the area o f  youth outreach in W hitehorse, and the 
other works in the area o f  youth advocacy and is director o f  an agency that supports youth led projects. 
Specific questions asked o f  the service providers are Hsted in Appendix B. The purpose o f  these
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interviews was to obtain current inform ation about local services available for youth, and to assess 
current trends or issues related to youth homelessness.
The services available to homeless youth in W hitehorse, as verified by service providers 
(Interview #1 and Interview #2 , July 6, 2005) who w ork with homeless youth in W hitehorse, include 
the adult shelter; soup kitchens; two youth centers (with daytime and evening hours); youth outreach 
(advocacy, support, and referrals); and the N o Fixed Address Outreach Van (for food, condom s, first 
aid, and referrals). The services available depend on the age o f  the youth, because the community has 
an array o f  services geared toward young children, families, and adults, bu t there is a significant gap for 
those aged 16 to  19 years.
Both service providers consulted stated that many youth are couch surfing at a young age in 
places that are unsafe. O ne service provider noted that the youth that she encounters w ho are couch 
surfing appear to be getting younger, and many are coming from  the foster care system. She also 
reports that we are “band aiding” individual youth, bu t m ore keep coming and falling through the 
cracks.
W ith regard to W hitehorse as a unique and northern community, the second service provider 
reports that relative homeless is very high in comparison to  absolute homelessness because o f  seasonal 
conditions. A lthough many homeless youth are invisible, and are not acmaUy sleeping in doorways and 
under bridges, they are still unsafe.
Federal Fesponsibilitj
The N ational Homeless Initiative (NHI) (G overnm ent o f Canada, n.d.) is the primary focus o f 
Canada’s federal response to the growing Canadian homelessness crisis. The N H I was originally a 
three year plan designed to  support communities to address homelessness issues through both  short 
term  and long term  solutions and prevention measures. It was designed to support a hoHstic approach
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to  the problem , by focusing on collaborations between different governm ent levels, community 
agencies, and those at risk. The G overnm ent o f  Canada has extended the N H I to continue for another 
three years, ending in 2006. The purposes o f the extension (called Phase II) were to allow 
communities to increase supports for homeless populations and encourage and strengthen 
partnerships and collaboration between stakeholders. Between 1999 and 2004, over 2900 projects 
across Canada were undertaken, funded wholly or in part by the various com ponents o f  the N H I.
T he National Secretariat on Homelessness (NSH) in collaboration with H um an Resources and 
Skills Developm ent Canada developed and im plem ented a Promising Approaches Project 
(Governm ent o f Canada, n.d.). In  2005, a call for proposals for Promising Approaches Project-Phase 
II w ent out. The purpose o f  Phase O ne was to identify and collect inform ation on effective local 
programs in the areas o f transitional and supportive housing, and to disseminate the information. O ne 
W hitehorse project. O ptions for Independence (OFI), a supported housing initiative for individuals 
living with intellectual disabilities, was one o f  the eight projects selected for Phase 1 o f  the Promising 
Approaches Project. O ther initiatives o f  the N H I include the First National Research Conference on 
Homelessness, in collaboration with York University; Strategies for Gaining Com m unity Acceptance 
W orkshop and Train the Trainer project, in collaboration with CMHC, NSH, and Skills D evelopm ent 
Canada (SDC); and the production o f a web guide to support building strength in organizations, and 
providing strategies for supporting individuals and families w ho are at risk for becoming, or w ho are, 
homeless (Governm ent o f  Canada, n.d.).
A lthough the federal governm ent has com m itted to  addressing homelessness through the 
N H I and the NSH, in some aspects, the com m itm ent appears to be sorely lacking, giving a mixed 
message o f  our governm ent’s sincerity. The federal governm ent claims that phase one o f  the N H I 
enabled communities to focus on the m ost pressing and urgent needs o f their homeless populations.
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investing primarily in emergency shelters, establishing new ones, and renovating and upgrading others 
(G overnm ent o f  Canada, n.d.). However, as noted previously the youth emergency shelter services 
available throughout the north  are sketchy and highly unstable.
Through the N H I (Governm ent o f  Canada, n.d.), a num ber o f W hitehorse services received 
funding from  the federal government. The Salvation Army received $343,569 for support services, 
Y ukon Family Services Association received $304,315 for support services, the Fetal Alcohol Society 
and O ptions for Independence Society received $300,000 and $112,151 respectively for capacity 
building, support services, and pubhc awareness. W here the funding to ensure sustainabüity o f  any o f 
these projects wiU come from  at the conclusion o f  the federal project appears uncertain, and increasing 
community services to provide emergency shelter for youth would be yet an additional expense.
O n  another front, the federal governm ent claims to be a world leader in advocating for the 
rights o f children. Carol Bellamy, the Executive D irector o f  U N IC EF, states that “Canada continues 
to  be an effective and long-time voice for children and their rights in the international arena” (press 
release from  the G overnm ent o f  Canada, “A Canada Fit for Children” , 2004, May 10). However, in 
reahty the Canadian Children’s Rights Council has a different perspective. They point out, for example, 
that the G overnm ent o f Canada comm itted to  eliminating child poverty in Canada by the year 2000, 
and this has yet to  happen. In  fact, over 400,000 m ore Canadian children Hve in poverty now than in 
1989 (Canadian Children’s Rights Council report on Canada’s National Child Day). According to the 
U nited N ation’s Convention, all children have the right to a supportive family, to provision o f 
adequate food, clothes, housing, and education.
The Caledon Instim te for Social Pohcy (2000, October) reports that Canada has a National 
Strategy on Community Safety and Crime Prevention which has an annual budget o f  $32 milhon and is 
intended to reduce crime and victimization by addressing their roo t causes though a social
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developm ent approacli. The strategy focuses particularly on children and youth, Aboriginal people, 
and w om en and girls. The social developm ent approach is intended to rem ove personal, social, and 
econom ic factors that lead to  crime an d /o r victimization. It appears contradictory that at one level, 
Canadians are approaching youth social issues from  a social developm ent perspective, and at another 
level, are approaching it from  a criminal and individualistic angle.
Criminalization o f behaviour associated with homelessness represents a perspective o f 
blaming the victim. As noted in the theoretical fram ework chapter, and in the literature review, youth 
tend to  be homeless because o f a lack o f  other acceptable solutions, and for many, homelessness 
actually is a solution. Ontario im plem ented a Safe Streets A ct in 2000, and in British Columbia, a Safe 
Streets Act has been proposed and has attained a high level o f  support (Von, 2004). The Safe Streets 
legislation makes many forms o f solicitation illegal under the criminal code (Von, 2004). Thus, while 
the federal governm ent is supporting social programs to address youth homelessness, at some 
provincial and community levels, we are blaming the youth for being on the street and have 
criminalized their survival strategies. As Peter Dudding, the Executive D irector o f  the Child Welfare 
League, points out, the federal governm ent m ust w ork in partnership with the provinces and 
territories, municipal governm ents, civil society organizations, community m em bers, and the private 
sector to  provide political leadership in relation to children and youth (Standing Senate Com m ittee on 
H um an Rights, 2005, February 14). Dudding recom mends, am ong other things, that a child and youth 
secretariat within the federal governm ent, and a Canada fit for children commission, be estabUshed.
At a local level, in W hitehorse services for homeless youth are piecemeal. According to  one 
service provider (personal communication, July 6, 2005), youth homelessness in W hitehorse is over 
studied, and our community has no t begun to  really address the problem  at all. This service provider
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states that we have a couple o f  stopgap measutes that ate very useful, bu t we lack a continuum. For 
example, outreach workers can advocate for youth, b u t there is nowhere to refer them  to, nowhere safe 
to  send them  for the night. A nother service provider (personal communication, July 6,2005) notes that 
we have com m itm ent among community workers w ho w ork w ith youth, and we have some services, 
bu t we are not looking at kids as whole people. W e appear to be unable to mobilize to deal with youth 
as holistic persons.
According to  a youth outreach worker with Y ukon Family Services Association (YFSA) 
(Substance Abuse Prevention Coahtion Meeting, July 27, 2005) the federal funding for the Y outh 
O utreach Program, one o f the few existing primary program s o f  W hitehorse’s homeless youth service 
continuum , was scheduled to terminate on M arch 31, 2006. The program  received a reprieve, however, 
and funding was extended for another full year. A lthough the positions have been functioning for over 
four years, funding has always been on a project or term  basis. The Y outh Outreach Program  provides 
the only outreach services for homeless adolescents, however, they have been unsuccessful in securing 
perm anent funding. The youth outreach worker states that if ongoing funding is no t secured by 
D ecem ber 2005, YFSA will commence with winding dow n the program. Should this occur, 
W hitehorse’s only direct services for homeless youth wiH be the two youth centers. As noted in the 
report. Y outh Profile T o ron to /Y ork  Service DeUvery Sector (G overnm ent o f  Canada, 2003), research 
with homeless youth in Toronto  indicates that street youth prefer to use programs targeted specifically 
to  them , and outreach services targeted to street youth provide critical links to  support services such as 
drop-ins and shelters. Thus w ithout the youth outreach workers, W hitehorse homeless youth will be 
disconnected from  mainstream society and services to an even greater extent than they are currendy.
Some considered the youth shelter pilot project run by the Y outh o f Today Society in 2004 for 
six m onths a success, however, requests for subsequent funding were unsuccessful (Kristinsdottir,
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2004). The community has heen without an emergency, transitional, or long term  youth shelter since 
that one closed in the spring o f  2004.
Although quantitative youth homelessness research in the north  is scarce, it is evident that 
youth homelessness is a significant problem  and that youth who are homeless, or at risk o f 
homelessness, are in need. Service providers at the street level have clearly identified that a significant 
num ber o f  youth are at risk o f  homelessness, and at risk o f  all the perils that accompany that condition. 
T he northern environm ent impacts youth homelessness in a num ber o f ways, including a cold climate 
w ith extreme weather, isolation, and a lack o f  services for youth because o f small population sizes in 
communities. As well, homelessness tends to be hidden. Y outh rely heavily on their social networks to 
avoid absolute homelessness, which often results in high risk situations and also allows the problem  to 
persist unnoticed by many.
While the federal governm ent has recognized that youth homelessness is a significant problem  
across the country through its recent initiatives, political leadership in addressing youth homelessness 
consistentiy is lacking. In July 2004, the Secretary o f  State for Children and Y outh position was 
eliminated entirely, and there is no dedicated minister w ho is direcfiy responsible for children and 
youth at the Cabinet level (Dudding, 2005). Legislation to  protect the rights o f  children is lacking at all 
levels, and financial commitments continue to  be focused on projects, rather than on ongoing services. 
Program s across the country are piecemeal, and even within jurisdictions, there is high inconsistency in 
if, and how, youth homelessness is addressed. Overall, while Canada proclaims to support the U N ’s 
Convention on the Rights o f the Child, Canada has yet to  provide a legal framework or accountability 
system to actually protect the rights o f Canadian children (McGregor, 2005), leading many to  wonder 
how  com m itted to the U N  Convention Canada acmally is.
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Chapter 5 Methodology
^search Goals
The goal o f  this study is to obtain in-depth inform ation on potential solutions to adolescent 
wom en's homeless from  the perspective o f  adolescent homeless wom en w ho are, or have been, 
homeless in W hitehorse. The research purpose is to understand, rather than predict. Young wom en 
have no t been specifically consulted on their experiences o f  homelessness, their experiences utilizing 
existing services, or their specific challenges and concerns in m ost o f  the existing research. Ultimately, 
this research is intended to lead to the generation o f  pohcy that may be useful for local community 
interventions in relation to  adolescent women's homelessness. For example, should the participants 
consistentiy identify an aversion to using a shelter that is primarily utihzed by adult men, it may be 
theorized that this is no t an effective intervention for adolescent women, and other potential 
interventions may need to be considered.
Design
Quahtative m ethodology was selected for this research because o f  the characteristics o f  the 
population involved in the study and because o f the nature o f the goal o f  the smdy. In depth 
inform ation pertaining to the experiences o f  adolescent homeless w om en was sought, and it is 
generally accepted that unstructured, in-depth interviews and focus groups are suitable for this 
purpose. Ayers (2003) states that a notable strength o f qualitative research is its ability to  illuminate the 
particulars o f hum an experience in the context o f a com m on circumstance or event. Understanding 
the context o f each young woman's experience and narrative is essential to  understanding the true 
meaning o f  her words, and qualitative research may be used in such a way as to  preserve the integrity o f 
the context (Thom pson & Barret, 1997).
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An analysis o f  the Htetature on adolescent homeless reveals that homelessness for youth has a 
myriad o f  causes, precipitating factors, and impacts, and that there are as many possible combinations 
o f  potential solutions as there are homeless individuals. N o  one has agreed upon the best, m ost 
cost-effective m ethod o f  addressing the issue. This is reflected in the (dis)connectedness and array o f 
services offered in communities across the country. As well, we have hardly begun to consult the best 
authority on the issues - the homeless adolescent w om en themselves. They are the ultimate experts on 
their own experiences, and they are a heterogeneous population that has experienced a com m on event. 
Thus, bo th  the similarities and the differences in their experiences, needs, and proposed solutions are 
o f  interest.
This research was a cross-sectional, quahtative study, and involved four one-on-one flexibly 
structured (or semi structured) interviews and one focus group consisting o f  six individuals. The 
individual interviews were conducted in order to address the concern that participation in a group 
environm ent (focus group) may limit or inhibit the participants from  discussing particular issues. The 
focus group is beneficial as interaction between participants is known to have the potential to produce 
a valuable kind o f  data and can be both  consciousness raising and empowering for bo th  participants 
and researcher (Montell, 2001).
Sampling the adolescent homeless population is challenging, as docum ented by a num ber o f 
researchers (PoUio et al., 2000; Rew et al., 2001). For this study, sampling was purposive, with specific 
criteria, so that the participant responses would provide as m uch insight as possible into the research 
question. This study’s sample is non-representative and small because o f  the difficulty in locating 
participants who m eet the criteria.
The quahfying criteria for individuals to be invited to  participate in this study were:
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•  the individuals had expehence(s) o f self defined homelessness w hen they were between the 
ages o f  13 and 18 years;
•  they were o f  female gender;
•  they were at least 16 years o f  age at the time o f  the study; and
•  they resided in W hitehorse at the time o f homelessness.
Although the criteria describe a hom ogenous population, each participant represents an atypical 
case and the individuals are thus expected to dem onstrate variance in their life experiences and 
construction o f  reality. In order to ensure a sample that consisted o f  enough participants and relevant 
data to establish patterns or theories, snowball sampling was used to locate individuals, and both  
current and retrospective data was sought. The first participant identified was asked to  refer others 
w ho may have similar experiences to theirs to the researcher's contact number.
Prior to  identifying specific participants for this study, a proposed strategy was reviewed by the 
Research Ethics Board o f UNBC. U pon approval o f  the process from  the Research Ethics Board in 
2003 (Appendix C), participants were sought through advertising and w ord o f  m outh. Posters (see 
Appendix D) were posted at the W hitehorse Y outh Centre, the Victoria Faulkner W om en's Centre, 
and at the Bringing Y outh Tow ard Equality (BYTE) office. A  small rem uneration was offered bo th  as 
incentive for participation in the study (if the individual m et the participant criteria), and as a 
dem onstration o f  respect for the time the researcher requested each participant give to the study.
Locating participants who m et the established criteria for the study proved to  be challenging. 
However, a staff m em ber o f  the Bringing Y outh Tow ard Equality (BYTE) office took an interest and 
assisted in locating one participant for an individual interview, and two participants for the focus 
group. Two other participants saw the posters at the youth center and BYTE office and contacted the 
researcher direcfiy. O ne other participant was located through personal contacts.
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T he sample size was small, and lent itself to in depth semi stm ctured interviews, which were 
conducted in July 2003. Four individual interviews and one six-person focus group provided rich 
contextual inform ation for the benefit o f  understanding how these w om en survived homelessness in 
W hitehorse, accessed services, and addressed the challenges o f  being homeless. However, due to  the 
small sample size, generalizations to the general population need to be m ade with caution.
Individual Interviews and Focus Group
Four prospective participants were invited to participate in individual interviews that were 
audio taped, and lasted between 30 and 90 minutes. Each o f the young w om en who were interviewed 
individually were invited to participate in a focus group. As well, two additional participants were 
invited to participate in the focus group. Thus six young w om en w ho had been homeless between the 
ages o f  13 and 18 participated in a focus group which was video taped. The focus group was o f  a 
tw o-hour duration, and was held after hours at the Victoria Faulkner W omen's Centre.
Kesearch Questions
The namre o f the individual interviews was semi-structured, and pre-planned questions were 
open ended. Questions were designed and worded to  facilitate the expression o f the participants' 
personal experiences and thoughts, in the context o f  each young woman's construction o f  reahty. For 
example, the study included questions such as (refer to  Appendix E  for a complete hst o f  questions):
•  "in your words, what does homelessness mean?",
•  "how do you see yourself in relation to  family and community; are you connected?",
•  "what do you envision your future to be like?",
•  "based on your experiences, w hat can be done to help homeless young women?".
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T he interview questions were planned to elicit rich, contextual responses and to provide a 
focus for the young women's narratives. The researcher intended the questions to be used with 
flexibihty and to enable each participant to focus on areas o f  particular relevance to her.
The researcher transcribed the data verbatim  from  the interview tapes and the focus group 
video, and began the official process o f data analysis with an immersion in the transcripts. In  reviewing 
the transcripts, the researcher was able to examine the data in its original context. Throughout this 
process, the researcher docum ented all intuitions, interpretations, and themes, and noted relevant 
phenom ena and categories for further analysis.
Two matrices were developed for the purpose o f locating and documenting all data that related 
to services. O ne matrix was used for the individual interviews, and the other for the focus group. The 
purpose o f  utihzing the matrices was to identify any responses the participants had made that were 
com m on across cases, and to  identify where there were differences. The researcher ensured that both  
within-case and across-case comparisons were made throughout, as both  types o f comparison are 
necessary to  achieve person-specific inform ation and to  form  broader generahzations (Ayres, 
Davanough, & Knafl, 2003).
The data was coded according to  categories and then themes. The themes were inductively 
derived, based on inform ation provided by the respondents. However, based on the Hteramre review, 
the researcher was aware o f some areas that would likely surface. Inform ation obtained from  
interviews and the focus group was com pared to assess w hether there was a difference in the type o f 
data obtained from  each m ethod. D ata was attributed to respective participants (whose identity is not 
revealed).
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The themes and patterns that emerged were used to link the data together, and to  develop 
understanding o f  adolescent women's homelessness in W hitehorse. While the inform ation was 
reduced and taken out o f context through coding, direct quotes from  the participants were linked to 
each o f  the categories an d /o r  themes for the purpose o f  maintaining the richness and context o f  the 
narratives. In addition, sub themes were described as a further effort to  maintain the richness o f the 
individual interviews (Ayers et al., 2003).
It was anticipated that the data would indicate how  the adolescent w om en defined 
homelessness, and what the community could do to  support each wom an before, during, and after 
homelessness. Each participant's experience was considered relevant, even if  it was no t supported by a 
majority o f  the respondents. Because the purpose o f  the study was to understand, as opposed to 
predict in a broader population, less dom inant patterns need not be considered errors or outhers. 
'?dgour
Although the standard m ethods o f preserving research integrity and ensuring rigour for 
quantitative research are no t always apphcable to  quahtative research, there are a num ber o f  other 
actions a researcher can take for the same purpose (W estbrook, 1994). For the purpose o f  this study, 
the following protocols were followed to maximize the reliabihty, vahdity, and objectivity o f  the 
research:
•  The com m on themes represent the "essential structure" o f the research (Ayers et al., 2003). 
W orking back from  the essential strucmre, an analysis was made to ensure that 
interpretations were based on data from  original accounts, and to  ensure that the essential 
structure truly reflected the context and em otion as found in the original accounts.
•  D istinct efforts were made to  preserve the authenticity o f the findings through direct 
relation o f themes to  examples from  individual accounts.
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•  Existing literature and theory was used to for the purpose o f  triangulation. Research 
findings that were supported in other studies have stronger reliability.
•  The system and steps involved in the process o f formal analysis were well docum ented in 
order to provide an audit trad. By clearly labeling, defining, and describing each them e, and 
providing examples, other researchers may verify findings.
•  Researcher bias was stated at the outset.
A nother known option for testing rehabdity and vahdity is to  bring the findings back to the 
participants for verification (Westbrook, 1994). The participants o f  this smdy are no longer in the same 
locations, and their whereabouts are unknown to the researcher. Therefore, they have no t been 
contacted to verify the findings. A notice was posted in the Y ukon News on March 3, 20006 to invite 
participants to  make contact with the researcher to receive a copy o f  the report and provide feedback, 
however, no participants came forward.
Kesearcher Bias and Values
T he researcher's personal and professional experiences led to the research questions guiding 
this smdy, and the researcher's values led to  the design, m ethodology, and theoretical framework 
selected. In  W hitehorse, there are shelters for adult w om en and adult men, however, there is no place 
for adolescent w om en to find a safe haven. Adolescent w om en are an oppressed group in our society 
with very httle economic, personal, or political power.
Across Canada, there is only one shelter specifically for adolescent w om en and it is located in 
T oron to  (Novae, Serge, et al., 2002). In W hitehorse, as in the rest o f  the country, young wom en's 
homelessness has no t been addressed. Their experiences o f homelessness, and their stories, can help 
m ove the community to social change. This research is intended to  be used to benefit the participants, 
other homeless adolescent wom en, and other researchers as they investigate the problem  further.
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As noted, the design o f  the study was selected ftotn a fetninist perspective in terms o f 
providing a forum  for young w om en to tell their stories, and a faith that through their stories, 
im portant and vahd information wiU be revealed. Feminist perspective in this context reflects a belief 
that dom inant N orth  American societies are based on patriarchy; that w om en in general tend to be 
disadvantaged and marginalized; that social science and health-related theories have traditionally been 
developed based on  male perspectives and have been generahzed to women; and that bo th  adult 
w om en and adolescent w om en are understudied populations, and their specific needs are no t well 
understood. This researcher's com m itm ent to respect the experiences, narratives, and time o f  the 
participants is reflected in the purpose o f  the research, the m ethods o f data collection, the analysis 
process, and in the presentation o f  the findings as well.
Ethical Issues and RjsÆ to Participants
The interviews were held at times convenient to the participants and the researcher, and were 
held in neutral locations, usually o f  the participants' selection. The focus group occurred in late 
afternoon, in daylight. The researcher had selected three possible locations, for bo th  the interviews and 
the focus group, that were reasonably accessible and close to the heart o f W hitehorse. Final selection 
o f  the locations depended on availability o f each site and preference o f the participants.
Each participant was advised o f w hat the research may potentially be used for, and each was 
provided with a Participant Inform ation Sheet (Appendix F). All participants were guaranteed that the 
inform ation they provide would be reported anonymously, and each person was required to  sign an 
interview consent form  (Appendix G) prior to commencing the interview an d /o r  the focus group. The 
researcher ensured that each person understood that she should only consent to participation if  she 
understood the inform ation being presented to her, and if  she was truly wiUing to  participate. AU 
participants were asked if  they understood that their participation was completely voluntary, and that
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they could withdraw at any time. In  the focus group, the participants were advised that they could 
signal their withdrawal by simply leaving the room  if they chose. The honorariums were paid equally to 
all participants.
AU participant questions related to  the purpose o f  the study, and their roles in the study were 
made clear to ensure inform ed consent was obtained. The names on the consent forms were no t linked 
to  the data coUected in this study.
A youth counseUor was present at the focus group. In order to niiiiitnize the emotional and 
psychological risk to participants, prior to commencing with the focus group once aU o f  the 
participants had gathered, the researcher ensured that each participant was aware that she could leave 
the room  at any time if  she needed to do so, and that there was a counseUor avaUable with w hom  she 
could speak if  she needed support. Anything said to this person would be held in confidence, and 
would no t be included as part o f the smdy.
A t the conclusion o f  bo th  the individual interviews and the focus group, participants were 
invited to stay and debrief. They were invited to identify any concerns they had, and to state whether 
they required assistance in dealing with emotions which surfaced during the interview or focus group. 
The youth counseUor was avaUable to provide support for focus group participants, and the researcher 
ensured that community counselling services were available during the individual interviews. For 
example, the wom en's advocate o f  the Victoria Faulkner W omen's Centre was on site during the 
individual interviews held at that location, and the youth advocate was on site at the BYTE office for 
individual interviews held at that location. The participants appeared to enjoy the interviews and did 
no t access any o f  the supports provided. The vaUdation o f  their experiences by each other, and the 
opportunity to  relate their experiences and opinions may have been therapeutic in nature. There was
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little deep em otion dem onstrated throughout the interviews, although the young w om en did show 
m oderate levels o f  indignation, anger, sadness, and hum our.
W hen the results were analyzed and the report completed, it was m ade available to W hitehorse 
community m em bers for reference purposes. This was accomplished through a notice placed in a local 
N ew spaper in February 2006 inviting bo th  community m em bers, and those young wom en who 
participated in the study, to contact the researcher if  they wished to  obtain a copy o f  the report, or to 
receive a verbal summary o f the findings. A copy was distributed to the W hitehorse Planning G roup 
on Homelessness in O ctober 2005 as weU.
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Chapter 6 Analysis
In  this study, four participants were interviewed individually, and a focus group o f  six 
participants was held shortiy thereafter. The focus group consisted o f the four individual interview 
participants in addition to two other participants. Table 1 provides a summary o f  demographic 
inform ation relating to  each participant. Participants were asked similar questions in both  interview 
formats. These questions were focused on perceptions o f  homelessness, experiences o f  homelessness 
in W hitehorse, and recom m endations for addressing adolescent women's homelessness in 
W hitehorse. Interview and focus group guiding questions are contained in A ppendix E.
The focus group was beneficial in that the discussions vaHdated the experiences o f  the 
individuals both exphcitly and implicitly. A n example o f  impHcit reinforcem ent occurred when one 
participant discussed how  "coming out" led to  experiences o f  hom ophobia in her parent's hom e, and 
another participant then com m ented on how im portant respect, acceptance, and feeling safe to  be 
oneself are. A simple example o f  an explicit reinforcem ent occurred when one participant stated that, 
"Conflict with your parents. Definitely, [as the m ost com m on cause o f adolescent women's 
homelessness]" and another participant immediately responded, "O h yeah."
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Table 1
Summary o f  Participant Dem ographic Inform ation
Participant
#
Means of 
Initial 
Contact
Age at time of
Whitehorse
Homelessness
Episode(s)
Education Number of 
Homelessness 
Episodes in 
Whitehorse
Yukon
First
Nation
Participated
In
Individual
Interview
1 Personal
contact
18 Secondary
School
1 N o Yes
2 Advertising 18 University
Graduate
1 N o Yes
3 Advertising 17 Unknown More than 1 Unknown Yes
4 Snowball
Sampling
Between 16 
and 18
Unknown Unknown No No
5 Snowball
Sampling
Between 16 
and 18
Unknown Unknown No No
6 Advertising 17 Some
University
More than 1 Yes Yes
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The focus group discussions led to  issues that were no t touched on in the individual interviews 
as the individual interviews were m ore directed than the group discussion. As well, in the focus group 
the discussion reached greater depth in some areas than in the individual interviews as the participants 
built on each others' responses. The depth achieved appeared to  be a reflection o f  the reinforcem ent o f  
the value o f  each participant's opinions and experiences through positive comm ents from  other 
participants a n d /o r  the facilitator, and through natural dialogues that developed as participants 
discussed both  similar perceptions and experiences and the differences in their experiences. For 
example, one participant described a hard lesson learned w hen first on the street, and another 
participant asked if  a particular program  in secondary school m ight have helped her. A third participant 
provided feedback on the status o f  the program  referred to by the second participant, and the 
discussion then took a turn toward other programs that could be implem ented to help prepare 
smdents for the reahty o f  what Hfe as an independent adolescent can be.
O ne o f  the disadvantages o f  the focus group was that no t every participant provided input on 
each issue that arose. In  some cases, individuals were m ore outspoken or confident than others, and in 
other simations the conversation changed direction before aU participants expressed their opinions. As 
facilitator, the researcher ensured that anyone w ho appeared in any way anxious to speak had an 
opportunity to  do so, bu t otherwise did not interfere with the direction o f  the discussion except to 
bring the group back to the original question or the next planned question, once the divergence had 
run its course. Therefore, the individual interviews were very im portant in ensuring that each person 
had an opportunity to voice her opinion and discuss her own experiences in each question area.
Generally, in bo th  the individual interviews and the focus group, the dialogues progressed in 
similar fashions, comm encing with discussions o f  hom e and homelessness before m oving to 
precipitating factors, experiences, problem s, and recom mendations. The analysis for the individual
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interviews occurred independendy from  the focus group, and the data was no t combined. The reason 
for maintaining separate data bases was that the areas discussed in each o f  the interview types was not 
the same, and therefore would no t fit into the same matrices. Also, the data was kept separate to avoid 
placing undue significance on data that may have been reported twice by the same participants through 
an overlap in participants between individual interviews and the focus group.
In the following sections, the text provides a summary o f  all o f  the data relating to key themes. 
Each summary is followed by one or m ore quotes that provide context and richness. Tables 2 and 3 
provide a list o f  the themes discussed, concise codes representing the data collected, the num ber o f 
participants w ho responded according to each code, and the total num ber o f  participants who 
provided inform ation relating to  each specific theme.
Four wom en, between the ages o f 18 and 25 years, w ho had experienced homelessness as 
adolescents in W hitehorse, and who were currently residing in W hitehorse, were interviewed 
individually. Each participant experienced homelessness between the age o f  17 and 18 years, and the 
duration o f  their homelessness episode(s) varied from  eight days to  three and a half m onths. Each 
participant’s responses in key question areas are summarized in Table 2.
Three participants reported experiencing cycles o f  homelessness, although not each episode 
occurred in W hitehorse. O ne participant com m ented in regard to her W hitehorse homelessness 
experiences: "That was like a cycle. Y ou stay there and behave well, and then have enough, get kicked 
out or leave... " (Participant 4)
The participants were highly consistent in their report on the factors leading up to  their 
homelessness episodes. Each participant attributed her need to  leave hom e at a young age to, at least in
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part, conflict with her parents. O ne young wom an stated that, "I just wanted to  do my own th ing .. .and 
it was causing stress on bo th  our p a rts .. .and then I was out and sad." (Participant 3)
W hen asked about future homelessness, m ost o f  the young w om en were highly uncertain. 
Only one felt that it w ouldn't happen again due to her current community connectedness, bu t the 
others were less confident. Certainly the desire to avoid future episodes o f  homelessness was reflected 
in the response o f  one o f  the young women: "G od I hope not." (Participant 1)
The reports o f the participants in response to questions about w hat their experiences were like 
revealed fear, hardship, trauma, loneliness, sadness, and frustration. "They either w ouldn't help me
because I'm  First Nations or ... because I have a university education A nd they w ouldn't help me
because I'm  not pregnant." (Participant 1) "I made a lot o f  mistakes and I got in tons o f  really unsafe 
situations at a young age." (Participant 2) "I was terrified o f asking anyone for help." (Participant 2) 
"Even a night is pretty scary." (Participant 3) "If it's forty below and you don 't have anywhere to 
g o .. .we'd just go up to the banks on main street and just sleep in there on the floor." (Participant 4) 
In  response to the question o f how  extensive adolescent women's homelessness is in 
W hitehorse, the young w om en did no t have access to specific numbers. However, one young wom en 
revealed that her two best friends had also been homeless; another stated that "there was a whole 
bunch o f  us w ho kind o f  lived in the flop houses— It was always full o f  people." (Participant 1) 
A nother participant reported on her experiences o f frequentiy arriving at work, the previous February, 
in the mornings, to find "three or four kids w ho had spent the night under the Riverdale Bridge and 
were just waiting for an office to  open so they could have some coffee." (Participant 2)
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Table 2
Individual Interview Results
Them e Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5
Defining homelessness Lack o f  Something safe Lack o f  a stable place for 
longer than a week
Lack o f  hom e for any 
length o f  time
N o ro o f over your 
head or four walls 
around you
Lack o f  a physical place 
that is
satisfactory/com fort-abl
e
Precipitating Factors Parental divorce Family/Parental conflict
Age at time o f 
homelessness
17 18
Predictions o f  fumre 
episodes o f  homelessness
unlikely Possibility probability
Experiences "heU" "brutal" unsafe scary In  the bush unwelcome
Social assistance N o t eligible N o t enough T tied bu t didn't think I 
needed it
Numbers Whole bunch o f  us w ho lived in flop 
houses
O ften there were three or 
four kids ... waiting for 
an office to  open so they
Both my best friends
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could have some coffee
Existing W hitehorse 
Shelter(s)
I w ouldn't stay there It's not safe It's only for m en Unsuitable for young There's nothing for youth  
w om en who aren't in  "the 
system"
Shelter Specific 
Recommendations
Shelter specifically for women who 
are homeless for any reason
Emergency shelter for 
youth
Mediation Access to family m ediation/conflict 
resolution
Tem porary shelter while 
family m ediation/conflict 
resolution occurs
Accessibihty 24 hour service
Basic Needs My $20 w ent mainly to the pool for 
showers
H ow  m uch I was 
spending on necessities 
was shocking
O ther High school life skills courses in 
money mgmt, how  to find a home 
and not be taken advantage of
Professionals are not 
always respectful
N eed FN  and FAS 
services
Community services that 
did help
YFSA BYTE D IA  not helpful
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Community
Connectedness
N ot connected Isolated; aU alone Nobody was there for 
me
Y our friends' parents 
don 't w ant you 
around
N orth  (compared to 
south)
Differences exist W inter comes sooner; 
colder
Less homeless services 
in north (more in 
south)
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W ith tegatd to social assistance and housing assistance, the participants found services were 
lacking. "You're no t eligible .. .up here until you turn nineteen." (Participant 4) "I was on a waiting list 
for two and a half years for Yukon housing." (Participant 1)
The data collected in regard to the existing W hitehorse shelter run by the Salvation Army was 
totally consistent between respondents. The young w om en all felt that it was unsuitable at best, and 
generally unsafe. "I wouldn’t stay there - I didn't stay there." (Participant 1) "It's no t safe— Like for a 
seventeen year old w om an to be with 40 year old men? N o way." (Participant 2) "I'd rather just sit in 
Tim  H o rto n 's ..."  (Participant 3) "I think this is catering to one clientele, which is basically the people 
on the stree t.. .the chronic alcohols [sic], drug addicts type o f  thing." (Participant 4)
Existing youth homelessness services were described as being nonexistent. "Unless you're a 
ward o f  the sta te .. .or in a group hom e, there's nothing they can d o .. .they can't even ren t you a hotel 
room  - that's only if  you're on social services." (Participant 2) "There's nothing for youth, specifically 
for young w om en in this city at all. There's nothing for people who aren't in 'the system'. I mean 
nothing." (Participant 4)
The recom mendations provided in the individual interviews were predom inantly shelter 
related. "I think w hat we need is a shelter that is for women, bu t no t only for wom en w ho are abused, 
bu t aU w om en who are homeless." (Participant 1) "We really need a temporary, like emergency, shelter
for youth." (Participant 2) "I think we should have a women's shelter Like there's Kaushee's which is
great, bu t Hke, I w asn't battered or anything." (Participant 3) "I prefer something specifically for 
women. Like have a wom en's and a men's shelter. ... I think there should be one for youth. We could 
definitely use it." (Participant 4)
In  addition, the participants were concerned with the lack o f  services in the evenings and on 
the weekends. "If you get kicked out on a Friday night, you're screwed. Like really." (Participant 3)
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Two participants also com m ented that if  they had had access to family mediation, and a place 
to  stay during mediation, they may no t have had to becom e homeless. "Maybe if  there was someplace 
I could go while m e and my M om  patched up this argum ent we had." (Participant 4)
Tow ard the conclusion o f  each interview, the participants were asked about their experiences 
o f  community connectedness during their homelessness experience. The prevailing sentiment 
reflected feeUngs o f  isolation and no where to turn. "N o 1 didn't actually [feel connected]." (Participant 
1) "It's pretty isolating." (Participant 2) "I was like aU alone .. .nobody was there for me." (Participant 3) 
"Sure you have your teenage friends.. .but their parents don 't w ant to put up with the BS you'll bring 
in." (Participant 4) "W hen I got kicked out, like no problem . I've got lots o f  friends, you know. Then all 
o f  a sudden, I didn't." (Participant 3)
In  discussions o f  how the north  m ight differ from  the south, the responses were focused on 
two main issues - the colder temperatures in the north  and the lack o f options in the north. "Definitely, 
[winter]comes sooner, yes." (Participant 1) "I definitely saw a lot o f  differences in the services that I 
could access in M ontreal as com pared to W hitehorse." (Participant 2) "D ow n south we have food bags 
and stuff - 1 found that [finding food] was really hard." (Participant 3) "Compare here to Vancouver, 
we don 't have the resources Hke they do down th e re .... up here we don't really have anything." 
(Participant 4)
Vocus Group Jkesults
Six w om en currently in their late teens to early twenties, who had experienced 
adolescent homelessness in W hitehorse and were residing in W hitehorse at the time o f  the study, 
participated in the focus group. Four o f  these individuals also participated in the individual interviews, 
therefore, data collected in this section should no t be interpreted as corroboration o f  the data obtained 
in the individual interview section, as it may be dupHcation. Table 3 summarizes the results o f  the focus
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group. The participants seemed to feel m ost intensely about the lack o f  services available in 
W hitehorse, problem atic services, and were proHfic with recom mendations. The focus group 
com m enced with a discussion o f  the meaning o f  hom e and homelessness.
H om e was described as a place o f com fort and safety (including bo th  physical and emotional 
safety), a place o f acceptance where one should no t feel afraid. A person can be considered homeless if 
the place they stay in is no t comfortable, given the factors that define a hom e. "Sometimes it is just 
w ithout a physical home." (FG M ember 1) "If you can't go back there and feel comfortable, then that's
no t really a stable place for you  D oesn 't have to  be physical instabihty e ither.. .there's a lot o f
em otional instabihty that leads a lot o f young people to  leave." (FG M ember 2) "I also think that 
acceptance and respect are huge for you to feel safe." (FG M ember 5)
In  the group discussion o f  precipitating factors for homelessness, employment, confhcts with 
parents or boyfriends, and in the smaller communities o f the Yukon, lack o f personal safety were 
identified. "Confhct with your parents. Definitely." (FG M ember 4) "It was because o f  confhct with 
my parents." (FG M ember 5) "It's no t just fighting with your parents [in a lot o f  smaller communities], 
a lot o f  it is you have to leave for your own safety, for your own peace o f  m in d .. .you're no t physically 
able to  stay there anymore." (FG M ember 6) There is a possibhity that the latter response was in 
reference to issues other than emotional safety or confhct.
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Table 3
Focus groups themes and coding
rhem e/question Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5
Meaning o f  home Without a physical home Emotional safety, stability, 
satisfaction
Emotional support Acceptance and respect Physical Safety/Stability
Direct Causes 
(precipitating 
factors)
employment Arguing w ith parents/conflict Break up with boyfriend 
with parents
Personal safety
Experiences No help Couldn't w ork
Whitehorse 
Services 
(see Gaps for two 
part quotes)
Services for homeless are 
indirect
Volunteers Referral Agencies; daytime 
services
Problematic
services
Can't quite make it one 
m onth (financially) - UI 
w on't help
□LA pNAC]- lack o f  support 
and respect
Religious affiliation o f 
services
Childless Y outh no t a priority 
for housing
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rhem e/question Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5
Gaps No homeless specific 
services for youth; N o 
service to help people keep 
their homes
Social assistance not available
Inappropriate
O ptions
Stay in  unsafe places Stay home Cheap Hotels Governm ent G roup Hom es
Barriers to  finding 
homes
Age (discrimination) Lack o f  awareness Decision makers don ’t listen Lack o f  support from  D IA  
to youth [INAC]
Community
Connectedness
There's nobody there Only community is other 
homeless youth
No one cares Ignorance is bliss (and abandoned 
knowledge brings 
responsibility)
Them e/question Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4
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Code 5
Recommendations Shelter Specific Homelessness Nfonjudgmental, Prevention emphasis Address underlying issues
Prevention Life skiEs nondenominational-al, (including awareness) and em power women
programs (high school) independent services
Code 6 Code 7 Code 8 Code 9 Code 10
Government supported [experienced ]Peer educators Safe place with a shower; Cooperative organizations Financial incentives for
Recommendations financial incentives an d /o r in schools food (to ultimately support cooperative, women
Continued programs cooperative housing) centred programs
Recommendations
Continued
Code 11
Greater Opportunities for 
youth to experience trades 
in high school
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In  discussing personal homeless experiences the respondents described situations that 
revealed feelings o f  embarrassm ent and rejection. "It's aU talk and no action." (FG M ember 3) "When 
1 was on the street and needed help, 1 couldn't find it anywhere." (FG M ember 1) O ne participant 
described a situation where she found employment bu t couldn't accept it.
1 got a job once in tow n here and 1 was so broke and homeless and at the time, they gave me 
uniforms and they were disgustingly dirty, and she's like, be back in tom orrow  at eight a.m. and 
I'm  like how  am 1 supposed to clean these? 1 don 't even have a quarter - you bought me coffee 
during my interview, [laugh] Y ou know? W hat am 1 gonna do? So 1 ended up just coming back 
and returning the uniforms and saying 1 can't work here; these are disgusting -1  refuse. A nd 1 
did it in such a way that 1 didn't tell them  you know 1 didn't even have a quarter to wash these 
or a looney to wash these. But 1 did it in a way that, you know, screw you guys - give me dirty 
clothes, type thing. (FG M ember 6)
The discussion o f  W hitehorse homelessness services revealed that, with respect to youth, there 
are trem endous gaps. The following com m ents from  the participants o f  this study have been recendy 
verified by the W hitehorse Planning G roup on Hom elessness’s report (Finton & Kramer, 2005). In 
this report, it is noted that there are no after hours services, and no specifically designated youth 
homelessness service providers. "1 think there's lots o f  people who have experience working with 
people w ho are experiencing homelessness, bu t no organizadon that is specifically looking at it."(FG
M ember 2) "Like we've got lots o f  places that can direct you som ewhere They just direct you all
over the place." (FG M ember 1)
W e've got all these centres, bu t they all shut down at a certain time. Y ou can hang out there for 
so long, bu t then you have to leave and where are you going to go? You go to  the next place
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that's open a little b it latet, and then you go to the next place, or else you go sit at Tim  H orton's 
because it's open 24 hours, and you can have coffee. (FG M ember 6)
In McDowell and M adsen’s 2001 study o f  W hitehorse Youth at Risk o f  Homelessness they 
touched on this topic indirecdy. In  this study, respondents (aged 13 to 29 years) described locations 
where they normally accessed food, clothing, showers, and a telephone. Only a small percentage 
accessed any o f  these items at a shelter (i.e. approximately seven percent), and none o f  the places hsted 
are typically open beyond norm al business hours. A m ong the responses to the question o f  where they 
currently lived, an emergency shelter was n o t listed amongst the responses at all, and a significant 
proportion o f the respondents stated that they were couch surfing or staying at the hom e o f  a friend or 
relative. Eight percent were hving outside or in the bush. The responses from  this 2001 study validate 
the com m on experience o f  the participants o f the current study — there were no places to go to  access 
services after hours.
In  the W hitehorse Community Plan on Homelessness (Whitehorse Planning G roup on 
Homelessness, 2001), a short-term  shelter and outreach workers (especially female) were am ong the 
items identified as homeless services required in W hitehorse. The 2001 study revealed other 
requirements as well, such as alcohol and drug treatm ent programs for youth (in the territory), a drop 
in medical center, and safe emergency transportation. Accessible primary health care has been noted as 
being o f  importance for homeless youth due to the negative health impacts o f  homelessness and their 
avoidance o f mainstream  services (Wojtusik & W hite, 1998).
I f  an individual has employment and is trying to maintain independent income, and just cannot 
quite make it one m onth, there is nowhere to turn. Making the transition from  unemployed to 
employed can cause a gap in availability o f funds, posing a barrier to employment. "If you're no t
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working you get regular cheques [employment insurance]. But once you start working, and you can't 
quite make that m onth, you just need that extra b i t . .."  (FG M ember 1)
In  addition to  lack o f services in particular areas, some services were noted to be problematic. 
T he W hitehorse shelter is rehgion based. "If I'm  in a situation like that. I'm  no t going to w ant to  hear 
what G od  has to do for me, or Jesus is going to  save me. That's no t my style." (FG M ember 3) "I 
worked a lot in Carmacks, bu t I had no place to Hve and every time I'd get close to being on the Hst o f 
Y ukon Housing, or the First Nation's [housing], som ebody would have a kid. A nd I ended up having 
to  move. There was tons o f  work but no place to Hve." (FG M ember 6) As well, the departm ent o f 
Indian and N orthern Affairs (now know as Indian and N orthern  Affairs Canada), was noted as being 
unhelpful. "They treat First Nations youth Hke crap." (FG M ember 6)
There was discussion o f inappropriate solutions to homelessness. Staying in an inappropriate 
family hom e was considered an option. ".. .You stay there and the whole problem  just gets worse." 
(FG M ember 4) "There isn't the option to leave home. There isn't. .. .Maybe when you're a Httle 
o lder... " (FG M ember 5) A nother respondent talked about staying in the cheapest hotels. "They are so 
disgusting, you don 't even w ant to  walk in them, let alone stay overnight there." (FG M ember 6)
In  a discussion o f  barriers to  finding hom es, age was noted as a significant impediment.
".. .You're too young to have a job, you're too young to  support yourself, and even if  you could, you 
can't m ove in somewhere when you're fourteen." (FG M ember 4) G overnm ent run group hom es were 
identified as being one o f  the few options available to  youth. However, "N o fourteen year old is going 
to willingly check themselves in because they know it's term ed the bad kids' place— It's for bad
kids You have to be pu t in there. You can't go there on your own." (FG M ember 6) "There's just so
m uch attached to being young or being no t married, or no t fuU time working for the m an ,.. .if you're
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no t any o f  those things, then you're obviously a party animal w ho deals heroin and abuses anim als..."  
(FG M ember 2)
The general consensus from  the group appeared to  be that homelessness was associated with 
disconnectedness from  community. "I mean it's n o t anybody else's responsibihty, bu t ... w hen you 
need something there's nobody there— I felt very alone. A lm ost hke that dream  where you wake up 
and go out on the street and there's nobody there."(FG M ember 1) ".. .at that time the only 
comm unity I could even identify was other people w ho were in my situation. But I still didn't seek 
them  out because I was really afraid o f  them  because I was afraid o f  becoming a victim again." (FG 
M ember 2) "N o one really gave a damn. You were just a htde speck o f dirt, you w eren't even a hum an 
being." (FG M ember 3) "I was young and I felt abandoned ..." (FG M ember 4)
T he recom m endations generated from  the focus group were num erous and diverse. They 
ranged from  very simple interventions such as opening a youth shelter, to prevention initiatives such as 
hfe skills programs in the high schools, to longer term  cooperative incentive programs for women. 
Five suggestions are noted herewith in the words o f  the young women. ". . .  I think that a greater 
emphasis needs to be put on preventing the problem  from  actuaUy occurring." (FG M ember 4) In  the 
succinct words o f  another young woman, "I just want a safe place and a shower. A nd maybe some 
food." (FG M ember 3) Some ideas were m ore comphcated:
I f . .. the governm ent could put some o f  that [child tax benefit] away in the kid's name, until 
they're twenty, then they'd have this chunk o f  m oney that you could either pu t it towards 
buying land, or the governm ent could m eet you a bit o f  the way, kind o f  like that, or else 
towards renting or buying a house. (FG M ember 6)
A nother suggestion was:
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I f  thete was ttiofe access for w om en to get m ote financial education or m oney managing 
[education], or m ote access to partner loans where you could borrow  m oney with a bunch o f  
people, or... Like that w ould allow people to get some - get a unit. (FG M ember 2)
A nother participant suggested a m ore systemic approach:
Deal with the underlying issues that actually cause it as well. Like w om en staying with their 
boyfriends that treat them  badly, hke body image issues, like self w orth, or self respect— We're 
just still bom barded by hke stupid images around us aU the time, that make us feel even worse
about ourselves Em pow er w om en to feel better about themselves and feel hke you know, 1
can hopefully do something about this situation, you know, and no t just feel powerless. (FG 
M ember 5)
In summary, the responses o f  the participants in bo th  the individual interviews and the focus 
group reflect dire experiences o f  homelessness in W hitehorse. The stories reveal a community that has 
turned its back on homeless youth and left them  to fend for themselves, w ith the exception o f  a very 
small num ber o f  individuals. The focus group with these young wom en highhghted the foUowing 
concerns and recom m endations based on their first hand experiences:
•  W hitehorse needs an emergency, youth or w om an specific shelter that is accessible to, and safe 
for, all adolescent w om en regardless o f  age, and is available seven days per week, 24 hours per day;
•  W hitehorse lacks housing that is suitable for, or available to youth;
•  W hitehorse community agencies (i.e. schools, youth centers, non-governm ent organizations) 
could provide many preventive and healing measures such as hfe skills training, employment 
programs, counseling/m ediation, and supportive housing;
•  Underlying issues leading to oppression o f  young w om en m ust be dealt with so that homelessness 
may be prevented.
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Chapter 7 Discussion and Conclusion
This discussion begins with a description o f the theoretical framework underlying this study, a 
summary o f  the systemic issues and limitations related to adolescent homeless research in general and 
specifically to this smdy. The rationale for this smdy is followed by a comparison o f  the characteristics 
o f  this sample with those o f  other studies related to adolescent homelessness. The experiences and 
services described by the participants are then summarized and compared with those reported in 
previous youth homelessness research where apphcable. The recom m endations generated by the 
participants are then com pared with the recom mendations o f researchers o f  other smdies. Finally, 
imphcations for poUcy makers, funding bodies, and existing service providers are presented. 
Theoretical Framework
T he theoretical framework for this research was based on a feminist approach, and was 
grounded in structural social w ork theory. According to  Eichler (1997), a feminist approach to 
research is a perspective that is guided by feminist theory; it is no t a m ethod in and o f  itself. 
Specifically, it is inclusive and provides a voice to individuals and groups w ho are oppressed in our 
society; it is focused on em pow erm ent and the im provem ent o f  the stams o f  women; and it is 
undertaken by researchers who define themselves as feminists. Eichler also highhghts the lack o f 
objectivity, and the intentional subjectivity, in feminist research. Instead o f  being objectified, each 
w om an’s global experiences are sought and recognized. Joyappa and Martin (1996) contend that 
feminist research produces knowledge for marginahzed people rather than for dom inant groups. 
While the process is intended to  be empowering and even consciousness raising, the outcom e is also 
im portant. Feminist researchers maintain that the goal o f  feminist research m ust be social change 
(Eichler, 1997; Joyappa & Martin, 1996).
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Mullaly (1997) describes structural social work theory as another m ethod o f  eliminating 
oppression through em pow erm ent and social change. He highhghts a num ber o f  characteristics o f 
structural social w ork theory that makes it an excellent foundation for feminist research. For example, 
Mullaly contends that structural social w ork theory is based on the premise that the personal is 
poHtical, a fundamental underpinning o f feminist theory. As well, Mullaly argues that structural social 
work is focused on em pow erm ent and consciousness raising, and that a structural social worker m ust 
recognize that social transform ation is a necessary outcom e o f structural social work.
Feminist and structural social work theories were combined in this study to  provide a voice for, 
and to empower, young w om en w ho experienced homelessness in W hitehorse as adolescents. A 
com m on understanding between the two theories that oppression occurs at a personal level, bu t is a 
poHtical machine, is one o f the main underpinnings upon which this research is based. The 
com bination o f  feminist theory with structural social work theory enables the focus on individual 
experiences to occur in a hoHstic appreciation o f the experiences o f  the participants, while in the 
context o f society, and provides the impetus to advocate for innovative solutions and social 
transformation.
Youth homelessness research has inherent challenges due to  the characteristics o f  this 
population. W hen the population to  be studied is broken down further by gender and by a narrow age 
group, it becomes even m ore challenging. Cross sectional design with small, non-representative 
samples are the norm  in youth homelessness research due to  the difficulty in accessing larger 
non-random  samples, and in foUowing such participants once they are accessed. In a relatively small 
community such as W hitehorse, these challenges are magnified. The northern context also changes the
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face o f  youth homelessness, reducing the percentage o f  absolutely homeless youth and increasing the 
proportion o f relatively homeless youth, making homeless youth even less visible.
Living in a northern  context no t only changes the appearance o f  youth homelessness, it also 
impacts services that youth may expect to  have access to. Such services that do exist for homeless 
youth are predomiiiantly located south o f  the 60* parallel, and research has been focused in southern 
areas as well. Only recently has the north  begun to be included in national research projects related to 
youth homelessness, and issues unique to  the north  identified. For example, Krause et al. (2001) report 
that there is very limited inform ation in the territories related to numbers and characteristics, and there 
are no youth specific shelters. As noted previously, one youth shelter existed briefly in W hitehorse 
since 2001, and two other shelters have emerged in other territories. However, at least one o f  these 
shelter’s existences has been noted as insecure due to funding concerns (Younger-Lewis, 2005). 
Umitations of This Study
As noted by num erous researchers, the characteristics inherent in the youth homeless 
population make research challenging. It is difficult to locate and interview homeless youth, and next 
to impossible to  count homeless youth as they are a highly invisible population, especially in the north. 
Homeless youth are also highly mobile, as they are o f no fixed address and do no t tend to  rely on 
shelters. Y outh homelessness tends to be cychcal, with youth m oving on and o ff the street over time. 
Thus, cross-sectional research results in an incom plete picture. Sample sizes tend to  be small and 
non-representative as the majority o f  homeless youth cannot be found, and may no t even self-identify 
as homeless.
T his study involved a sample size o f  only 6, bu t this was sufficient for the purpose o f  the smdy. 
The primary purpose was exploratory, thus a quahtative m ethod involving in-depth, semi structured 
interviews, and a focus group, were employed. Sample selection was purposive snowball sampling, and
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was completed in June 2003. Posters advertising for participants were posted in areas where adolescent 
w om en would be likely to see them, and one respondent was asked to refer other potential participants 
for the focus group. A small, non-random  sample was used, and therefore generalizations o f  the data 
are m ade with caution. The inform ation provided by each participant was retrospective, and may have 
been tem pered by time.
Although each participant provided in depth inform ation about her experiences and 
perceptions, all recom m endations m ust be made with caution, and validated by future studies. In 
establishing validity o f the findings o f this study, the researcher utilized a num ber o f  techniques as 
noted in Chapter 6, however, the participants did no t have an opportunity to review the findings. The 
primary reason for this was that the participants could no t be located as m ore than two years elapsed 
between the time o f  the interviews and the production o f  a final report for review. Thus, future studies 
should incorporate a plan for obtaining feedback from  participants on the findings in the research 
methodology^ in order to provide participants with an opportunity to com m ent on the findings before 
the report is finalized.
Research Rjationale
A thorough review o f  the literature related to  adolescent homelessness revealed that research 
over the past fifteen years has focused on causes and explanations o f  adolescent homelessness, 
experiences o f homeless adolescents, health issues, and behaviours. As noted in Chapter 3, 
(Theoretical A pproach to  Understanding Homelessness), youth homelessness researchers have rehed 
upon a variety o f theoretical frameworks to understand youth homelessness. In  addition, researchers 
have focused heavily on an individualized approach to  understanding homelessness — w hat it was 
about each individual or family that predisposed each youth to homelessness.
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Although a num het o f  theories have been generated to explain youth homelessness, a 
significant am ount o f  research has been conducted w ithout theoretical underpinnings (Haber & Toro, 
2004). This has resulted in an abundance o f research that examines factors in isolation and from  an 
individualistic perspective. As well, little research has been conducted from  a national perspective, 
resulting in patchy community-based research utilizing an inconsistent array o f  definitions for both  
“homelessness” and “youth” . Perhaps because o f  the lack o f  utilization o f  theoretical frameworks, an 
assortm ent o f interventions have been implem ented across the country, m ost w ithout systematic 
evaluation plans. As a nation, we have no t agreed upon w hat the problem  actually is, and therefore, 
initiatives to  address it have been piecemeal, fragmented, and o f  questionable effectiveness. Thus, the 
problem  continues to  exist and grow.
In Canada, little research has been done in the area o f  how  youth make successful transitions 
o ff the streets (Raleigh-Duroff, 2004) and what the youth perceive the m ost needed and effective 
solutions to  be (Aviles & Helfrich, 2004). As well, research pertaining specifically to homeless 
adolescent wom en is particularly scarce (Novae et al., 2002). Karabanow (1999, 2002, and 2003) 
reports a growing need for services in Canada that respect the perspectives o f street youth, and a lack 
o f  research and services that are developed and generated from  a position o f  respect for the homeless 
youth population. The underlying theories that guided this smdy are based on the premises that our 
society allows homelessness to exist, and that systemic factors play a significant role in contributing to 
individual and family vulnerability.
A focus on individuals and families, outside o f the context o f  society, perpem ates the problem  
o f  homelessness. In  order to change the social context, so that the circumstances leading to 
homelessness are no longer present in our community, we m ust reframe the issue. This may be
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accomplished through structural change resulting from  consciousness raising, empowerm ent, and 
comm unity development. While it is possible to w ork within the conventional social services system, 
achieving structural social change through this avenue is unlikely. A collective, community based 
strategy involving alternative agencies, youth non-governm ental organizations, and the service users 
themselves is called for.
Karabanow (2003) and V an Leeuwen (2004) bo th  advocate for the collaboration o f 
non-governm ental service providers to address youth homelessness issues. While this is im portant at a 
local level, in researching the global context, Canada’s international comm itm ents, and Canada’s 
current comm itm ents in the areas o f  youth homelessness, it has become apparent that Canada’s overall 
com m itm ent is thin and sketchy. It is im portant that all levels o f  governm ent support youth 
homelessness initiatives that are intended to eliminate youth homelessness, yet this consistency is 
absent. Com m unities are assuming a leading role w ithout consistent poUtical leadership and support. 
High level, pohtical support is necessary, bu t is only likely to continue for as long as it remains 
poHtically purposeful, and therefore, it is critical that the community, including alternative agencies and 
youth organizations, keep the spotiight on the larger pohtical agenda, and ensure that governm ent 
remains accountable.
Collaboration at ah levels is crucial, and we need the federal governm ent to  take a leading role, 
yet the process cannot be top-down. W hen communities begin the process o f  societal change, the 
federal governm ent m ust be present, committed, and willing and able to  role m odel genuine 
coUaboration. However, as Karabanow (2003) argues, the solution m ust be bottom  up. ParaUel 
processes, one at the community level, and others at territorial and federal levels, m ust be m oving in 
similar directions. The community can drive its part o f  the process through m obihzation o f
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matginalized populations, non-govem m ental organizations, alternative and youth agencies, making a 
collective effort to effect change.
I f  Canada as a nation truly desires to eliminate, or significantly reduce the impacts o f  youth 
homelessness, communities and regions m ust be supported through legislation. As well, dem onstrated 
support for innovative programs and progressive approaches through long term  and ongoing funding 
opportunities are required. As a nation, we m ust dem onstrate our respect and regard and hope for our 
youth in all communities, provinces, and territories. O ur approaches cannot be bo th  right and left 
wing. Specifically, we cannot condone capital punishm ent and criminalization o f  youth homelessness 
survival strategies while supporting social programs in the same jurisdictions. By so doing, we are 
perpetuating and enhancing the problem  and then applying band-aid-type solutions. This approach 
reflects a high degree o f  marginahzation as opposed to  inclusion and respect.
The U N  Convention has stipulated that youth m ust be respected, valued, and included as 
genuine participants in our decision making processes. Canada has agreed to  the U N ’s stipulations, but 
has no t im plem ented strategies for accountability. It is time for the federal governm ent to take a strong 
leading role in implem enting the convention’s requirements throughout Canada. This means passing 
legislation, providing long term  resources for community programs, insisting that provinces and 
territories support long term  initiatives, and holding provincial and territorial and other governm ents 
accountable. Only then can community programs designed to support families and support the 
homeless achieve positive long-term outcomes.
Counting homeless youth has proven to be a challenging task. As o f  the year 2000, there had 
been only two attem pts to estimate the num ber o f  homeless persons in Canada (Peressini & 
M cDonald, 2000). The m ost recent attem pt was by Statistics Canada, who did no t release their findings
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due to unidentified inaccuracies. Their study was based on 1991 census data obtained from  the num ber 
o f  individuals utilizing soup kitchens. The other attem pt was made by the Canadian Council on Social 
Development, in conjunction with the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, and utilized a key 
inform ant approach to estimating the num ber o f  homeless people in Canada in 1987. They concluded 
that between 130,000 and 250,000 people were homeless in Canada on any given night.
Though there is a lack o f  an accurate count, Karabanow (2002) reports that Canada's youth 
homeless situation is approaching "disaster status". Krause et al. (2001) report that a rising trend can be 
identified. Y outh homelessness research is fraught with problem s (Kipke et al., 1997; Kipke & Unger, 
1997; PoUio et al., 2001; Rew et al, 2001). Researchers do no t agree on definitions o f  youth or 
homelessness, research designs are highly variable, and samples are non-representative and tend to be 
small. The hidden homeless people have been disregarded due to their inaccessibility and because o f  a 
focus on absolute homelessness, and research has been cross sectional, causing the cyclical nature o f 
youth homelessness to  be understated. Those homeless for short episodes tend to  be missed in cross 
sectional research (Kipke & Unger, 1997).
In  addition to the research problem s noted above, characteristics o f  the population itself make 
it practically impossible to measure. Homeless youth are a hidden and difficult-to-track population, 
forcing researchers to rely on shelter data (Ringwalt et al. 1998) and small convenience samples (Rew et 
al., 2001). According to  research conducted in the Toronto  and York regions, only about 25 percent o f 
the homeless youth utilize shelters, and therefore, data based on shelter use is highly inaccurate 
(Governm ent o f  Canada, 2003).
The goal o f  the current study was no t to enumerate adolescent homeless w om en in 
W hitehorse, bu t to develop an understanding o f  their experiences and their perceptions o f  service 
needs. As confirmed by Aviles and Helfrich (2004), narrative interviews provide an encounter between
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the researchef and inform ant that aUow the researcher to understand the experiences o f  the inform ant 
in her own words. A nother im portant goal o f  this research was to provide an opportunity for young 
w om en to teU their stories through individual interviews and a focus group. In keeping w ith the 
premises that youth homelessness is a societal problem , and that young homeless w om en are a 
relatively powerless and voiceless population, the researcher guided the participants to discussions o f 
w hat homelessness m eant to the participants, what the community could do to prevent adolescent 
w om en’s homelessness, and what they believed led to their experiences o f  homelessness and how  this 
experience might have been avoided.
M cDowell and M adsen (2001) identified youth as being between the age o f  13 and 29 years in 
their study o f youth homelessness in W hitehorse. For the purposes o f the current study, however, 
youth were identified as being between the age o f 13 and 19 years. The rationale for this decision was 
the researcher's intent to focus on adolescent issues and perspectives, which may differ from  those o f 
young adult wom en in their twenties. As well, the data collected by McDowell and M adsen included 
in form ation for bo th  males and females. The data for the current study was restricted to adolescent 
w om en because o f the under representation o f  this group in the existing research, because o f  a desire 
to highhght the needs o f  adolescent wom en specifically, and because young w om en in the north  may 
have unique experiences.
Participant Experiences and Perceptions
A comparison o f  the responses provided in this study with the Uterature is a form  o f 
triangulation, and demonstrates strong external validity. The location specific inform ation provided by 
the participants is considered vahd, and is used as the basis for recom mendations for the community, 
given the strong external validity o f  the inform ation provided by the participants in all other aspects o f 
youth homelessness that were discussed. In  addition, the youth homelessness research literature
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reviewed for this study also supports and validates the prevention and intervention suggestions put 
forth by the participants in the course o f  this study.
Highlighted below are the predom inant themes that arose from  the data collected in this study. 
The participants discussed definitions o f  homelessness, the nature o f  homelessness experiences, and 
the precipitating factors leading up to their experiences o f  homelessness. They also described their 
experiences in relation to the services that were available to them  in W hitehorse, and how  the 
community could have assisted them  to achieve m ore successful outcomes. Social barriers that 
contributed to their homelessness experiences were also noted as being o f  im portance, and as issues 
that should be addressed to prevent future homelessness experiences for other young women.
In  defining homelessness, the informants o f this study vahdated the results found in other 
research. Absolute homelessness is no t an accurate depiction o f  any homeless population, nor is lack 
o f  physical shelter by any means a complete description o f  homelessness. In  the north, definitions o f 
youth homelessness m ust include those youth w ho remain with their famUies in spite o f  lack o f 
personal safety a n d /o r  conflict, as other options are extremely limited. As well, in the north, youth 
homelessness definitions m ust include those youth living in overcrowded conditions, and in insecure 
or unsafe environments, again because o f  the lack o f  alternatives. Recognition o f  the environm ental 
factors that contribute to young w om en’s homelessness in the north  could provide a basis for 
addressing the problem. H aber and T oro (2004), who state that a focus solely on deficiencies o f 
homeless youth may actually foster homelessness, and Karabanow (1999) w ho concludes that creating 
a healthy community that empowers youth is critical to resolving youth homelessness issues, 
substantiate this theory.
According to  the respondents o f  this study, homelessness occurs if  a young w om an is w ithout 
a hom e for any length o f  time - a day, a week, or three m onths. As well, there is clearly a difference
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between a house and a home. If  a person does n o t have "something safe where you can close your eyes 
and sleep and feel comfortable", she is homeless. Novae et al. (2002) confirm  that young women's 
subjective definitions o f  homelessness have been found to be related to their feelings o f  safety and 
belonging. This is contrary to Tom as and Dittm ar's (1995) report in which adult w om en defined hom e 
as where they Uved, with safety and security constituting a quest. The inform ants o f  the current smdy 
clearly identified com fort, acceptance, respect, and emotional stability as being key factors in their 
definitions o f home. Therefore, according to the respondents o f  this smdy, homelessness occurs if  a 
young woman does no t feel safe, respected, and comfortable where she is living, if she does no t have 
shelter, or if  the shelter is inadequate. A lthough emergency shelters would undoubtedly benefit 
adolescent homeless women, a shift in how  we as a society understand and give respect to  the rights o f 
young wom en is required in the long term. As MuUaly (1997) states, provision o f  resources w ithout 
changing the power structure only perpem ates the problem.
The literature points to  a num ber o f  precipitating factors and causes o f adolescent 
homelessness, from  sexual abuse (Tyler et al., 2001), to being placed in a group hom e (Cauce, 2000), to 
gentrification (Murphy, 2000). The participants o f this study, however, clearly identified parental 
confhct as the predom inant reason for leaving hom e at a young age. W ithout social supports, and in 
communities where runaway or throw-away youth are identified as deviant or defiant, in combination 
with a lack o f preparation for independence, limited finances, and their young age, youth who leave 
hom e often encounter huge barriers in finding suitable shelter. Some youth may rem m  hom e w hen the 
conflict that precipitated the homeless episode has subsided. However, the experience o f 
homelessness for youth has been docum ented as being episodic (Ringwalt et al., 1998), and many 
youth find themselves homeless again at some time in the future. The inform ants o f the current smdy
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confirm ed the cyclical nature o f  adolescent homelessness as well - the narratives o f  half o f  the 
inform ants reflected periods o f  homelessness, as opposed to a single experience.
Unfortunately, when unable to find suitable lodging, there were no safe alternatives available to 
the young wom en in this study. W hitehorse does no t have an emergency youth shelter, and the 
experiences o f aU o f  the respondents were that there were no services available outside o f  business 
hours from  Monday to Friday. While there is no youth specific shelter in W hitehorse, there is one 
homelessness shelter, and a W om en’s shelter. The shelter for the homeless is run by a 
nongovernm ental organization, and provides services to all homeless individuals. It was dismissed by 
all participants as being unsafe and unsuitable for young wom en for a num ber o f  reasons. In fact, the 
participants felt safer on the streets, in squats, or sitting in Tim  H ortons. W hitbeck et al. (2001) state 
that the m ost immediate need is protection from  further harm, and clearly the participants o f  this study 
do not feel that the current W hitehorse shelter can provide that protection. In  other words, their needs 
were no t m et by existing services.
The w om en’s shelter was also no t considered a viable alternative for the participants by the 
participants themselves, and clearly, its primary purpose is no t to provide shelter for homeless 
adolescent women. The participants clearly understood that this shelter is only an option if a w om an is 
19 years o f  age or older, however, in reality the shelter does have some flexibility depending on 
circumstances. As well, the young w om en in this study did no t identify themselves as victims o f 
violence from  a partner, and they did no t feel they m et the criteria to stay there. From  the perspectives 
o f  the young wom en, the W om en’s Transition H om e was no t an option due to their understanding o f 
its purpose, and their assessment o f  their personal circumstances.
O n  the other hand, the participants did describe two services that were o f  assistance: the youth 
outreach counceUors o f  the Yukon Family Services Association, and Bringing Y outh Tow ard Equahty
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(BYTE) staff. However, these services operate during regular business hours, and they are no t focused 
on addressing youth homelessness. The outreach workers and BYTE staff were noted as being 
particularly helpful and compassionate, bu t the participant was still homeless at the end o f  the day. For 
example, in one instance, an outreach worked assisted a young wom an to  apply for social assistance 
and for emergency housing, bu t neither application enabled the young homeless w om en to access 
emergency shelter or funds.
Age itself was acmaUy identified in this study as a significant barrier to  finding suitable housing. 
Novae et al. (2002) confirm  that the program  and service gap for 16 and 17 year olds has been noted by 
researchers in Canada, with youth and young adults falling through the cracks between public systems 
o f  care. They are ineligible for children's care systems and yet their needs cannot be m et through the 
adult care system (McDowell & M adsen, 2001; W hitehorse Planning G roup on Homelessness, 2001). 
According to a Y ukon G overnm ent Health and Social Services adult services unit staff m em ber 
(personal communication, N ovem ber 7, 2005), Social Services in W hitehorse reserves one emergency 
bed for youth under the age o f  19. However, this bed can only be accessed once the youth has 
exhausted all other avenues, and the governm ent has become the parent o f  last resort, and in any case, 
the participants o f the present study did no t reveal any knowledge o f  this service.
The participants o f  this smdy identified governm ent group homes as being the only possible 
housing resource available to them, as they were too young to  qualify for social assistance. However, 
they did no t consider becoming a ward o f  the state a viable option. It is well docum ented that youth in 
care comprise a significant percentage o f  the youth homelessness population (Karabanow, 2003), and 
it is no t surprising that adolescent w om en would no t consider this an alternative to  homelessness. N o t 
only was there stigma attached to it, bu t they also did not believe they should becom e wards o f  the 
state.
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The participants also revealed experiences o f  m istrust and disrespect from  potential landlords, 
who were reluctant to rent to youth. In his study, Karabanow (2003) has docum ented that homeless 
youth may feel perceived as thieves and criminals, which is clearly how the participants o f  this study 
felt they were viewed by potential landlords. Renting an apartm ent was no t an option for a num ber o f 
the participants, even if  a sympathetic landlord could be found, as they had no funds to do so.
Finding employment while one is homeless is extremely challenging. The participants o f  this 
study confirm ed that no t only is providing contact inform ation a problem , arriving for job interviews 
in clean clothes may be nearly impossible. Gaetz and O 'G rady (2002) report that homeless youth in 
Canada face the toughest barriers o f  any group in the w ork force in terms o f  obtaining and maintaining 
paid employment. They also report that the majority o f  homeless youth aspire to conventional jobs, 
and tod hard for litde return. The success o f  the youth homeless population is im pacted by social 
exclusion and limited choices. In this regard, W olfe and Toro (1999) also note that youth typically lack 
the skdls and education for jobs that pay wed.
Couch surfing and living in squats are wed known phenom enon for youth w ho are unable to, 
or who have no desire to, return to their norm al place o f  residence (Krause et al., 2001). M ore than one 
participant o f  the current smdy noted that couch surfing is no t a realistic option as the parents o f  the 
friends o f  homeless youth generaUy do no t welcome homeless youth in their hom es for any length o f 
time. A nother participant relayed that living in squats with a num ber o f other homeless persons was 
how she resolved her homelessness simation, whde another described dangerous and negative 
experiences with squats.
W hitbeck et al. (1999) state that living on the streets involves learning to be antisocial, and that 
interactions reinforce untrustworthiness o f  others. This was clearly verified in the experiences o f  one 
young w om an w ho reported being terrified o f asking for help, and afraid o f  approaching other street
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people fo t fear o f  victimization. O ne respondent in the study reported that the only people she felt 
connected to were o ther homeless people, yet she did no t approach them, and therefore, she was 
completely disconnected from  the community.
All participants were unanim ous in theic reports o f their experiences o f  social connectedness 
during their homeless experiences. They clearly described a lack o f  social connectedness, feeHng alone, 
with nowhere to  turn, isolated, and as if  no one cared. Rew (2002) found that social connectedness was 
inversely related to  feelings o f loneliness and positively related to  feelings o f  well-being. Since each o f 
this smdy’s participants reported feeling isolated and disconnected, it follows that they would feel 
alone and unwell. This imphcation is validated by the participants' comm ents that homelessness is 
“heU, brutal, scary, and it sucks.”
According to Karabanow's (2003) study involving street youth, perceptions o f  feeling alone, 
no t fitting in, and being perceived as the dregs o f  society may be typical. Ricks et al (1999) include 
belonging and m utual caring in their definition o f community, and it is apparent that at least some 
homeless youth are no t part o f  community. MuUaly (1997) also describes a system or community that 
is based on equahty, sohdarity, and community. Clearly, there is a chasm between homeless youth and 
community.
The inform ation provided by the participants o f  the study supports the need for an innovative 
approach to  resolving adolescent w om en’s homelessness. The underlying messages from  the 
participants o f this study reinforce the notions that barriers exist in many com ponents o f  Ufe w hen a 
young wom an is trying to avoid homelessness. A top down approach to resolving adolescent w om en’s 
homelessness may provide m uch needed band-aids, bu t power over the Uves o f  homeless young 
w om en then remains in the hands o f  bureaucrats, as opposed to  with the w om en themselves.
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As well, stopgap measures to address homelessness do no t prevent future homelessness or 
provide a means o f  social change. The participants o f  this study clearly stated that if  one is no t treated 
with respect, a n d /o r  does no t feel safe or comfortable, then she is homeless. A m ore systemic 
approach to comm unity wellness, through empowerm ent, community capacity building, and a 
strengths based approach to services may be required to significantly reduce adolescent w om en’s 
homelessness (Cadell et al, 2001; Ricks et al, 1999; Karabanow, 1999). Building strength and resüiency 
from  the ground up is a way o f building capacity and em powerm ent on an individual and community 
level, which leads to  societal change. A bottom  up approach takes power from  a few and distributes it 
to many.
The participants o f  this smdy have clearly identified that while there is a strong impetus to m eet 
immediate needs, through shelters and other support systems, social change is the key to  prevention o f 
fumre homelessness for adolescent women. Historically, research has been completed with homeless 
youth in the areas o f  experiences, health concerns, weU being and safety issues, and needs. 
Conventional m ethods have resulted in researchers having the dom inant voice in generating potential 
solutions for youth homelessness, based on input obtained from  a num ber o f  sources, including 
homeless youth. The recom m endations for solutions and interventions generated through such 
research are num erous and diverse, and have been prominently focused on the individual experiencing 
homelessness and her family.
According to  Lorde (1993), utihzation o f  the m aster’s tools wül never dismantle the m aster’s 
house; they will never allow genuine change. This argument is supported by MuUaly (1997), who 
contends that the personalization o f  social problem s, and meeting an individual’s needs through 
conventional social w ork program s, serve to maintain the status quo. Thus, interventions grounded in
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ouf cuff eut welfare systems will no t impact the oppression experienced by marginalized groups such as 
homeless adolescent women, or young w om en at risk o f  homelessness.
While we are beginning to recognize that homeless youth are a heterogeneous population with 
a num ber o f subpopulations, that services need to vary according to  subgroup (Kipke & Unger, 1997), 
and that an array o f  services is needed for such a diverse population with diverse needs (Brooks et al., 
2003; MaUet et al., 2004; H aber & Toro, 2004), we continue to make recom m endations to m eet needs 
and to develop safety nets, and have no t made the transition to approaching the problem  from  outside 
a conventional social work system. Researchers continue to attem pt to address gaps in service and 
accessibility and so on. Pawsey and FuUer (1993) state, for example, that services m ust reach the m ost 
vulnerable populations. O ’Brien et al (1993) state that equitable access, and safe, inform ed, and 
supportive services are key to success. As well, research through the Canadian M ortgage and H ousing 
Corporation (2002a), while prom oting a hohstic approach, is still supporting services within the status 
quo, such as safe and affordable hom es, emotional support, relationships w ith at least one adult, 
opportunities to develop Hfe skills, access to  training, education, and employment readiness programs, 
and health care. While these services may be effective in supporting youth to  transition o ff the street, 
they do no t necessarily em power individuals or groups, impact power distribution w ithin society, or 
impact the marginahzation and aUenation o f homeless adolescent women. Structural social w ork 
theory (MuUaly, 1997) recognizes that if  we provide services, and assist individuals to access services, 
we are acting benevolently and are no t addressing the actual need itself.
In  the current study, the participants identify a num ber o f diverse and varied potential 
poHcy-related interventions and approaches, aimed at meeting immediate needs while addressing the 
actual need. These suggestions are based on personal experience, expertise gained through trial and 
error and survival, and they are aU specific to W hitehorse. M ost o f  these recom m endations are no t new
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or unique to the north  and have heen corroborated through other research. Recom mendations for 
social change, whde perhaps uncom m on in youth homelessness research, are com m on throughout 
feminist based research. The ideas generated by the participants o f  this study come from  the expertise 
gained through first hand experience, however, and have no t been filtered through a researcher or 
instimtion.
Because the personal is pohtical, individual w ork is by necessity an element o f  a larger 
m ovem ent o f social transform ation (MuUaly, 1997). A  num ber o f the recom m endations for 
interventions and prevention generated by the participants o f this study may appear to  address short 
term  needs, w ithout social change. However, the m ethods utdized to  generate the solutions embraced 
the concepts o f  consciousness raising and em powerm ent, and led to discussions for the necessity o f 
social transform ation as a preventive tool. Individual needs m ust be m et whde social change occurs 
over a longer term, so that today’s homeless youth are no t sacrificed for tom orrow ’s youth.
In relation to intervention programs, the individual interviews strongly highhght the need for a 
W hitehorse youth shelter, primardy because W hitehorse lacks a shelter that is specific for youth, and 
because there is clearly a need for at least one youth specific service that is avadable in the evenings and 
on weekends. Although the participants in this study are highly consistent in specifying a need for a 
w om en specific shelter. Novae et al. (2002) report that young wom en generaUy prefer to ahgn with 
young m en as opposed to  adult women. However, they also report that typical homeless youth services 
that support bo th  genders are oppressive for young w om en and that sexual violence is commonplace, 
which supports a w om an specific service. A num ber o f  experts confirm  that shelters can be beneficial 
interventions (Karabanow, 1999; Krause et al. 2001), however, how wed they are accessed and utilized
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depends on how successfully they m eet the needs and concerns o f the youth (Gteene & Ringwalt,
1997).
The focus group participants also clearly specify that shelters, and places to access food and 
showers, are very im portant. As well, the participants specify that services should no t be affiliated with 
religious institutions or institutions with other agendas. This is corroborated by research conducted in 
T oronto, in which researchers found that youth prefer to use programs targeted specifically to them  
(Governm ent o f  Canada, 2003). Providing emergency services in an environm ent where youth are 
stigmatized, ahenated, or separated from  society will no t be o f great assistance. In  considering 
emergency services, we need to embrace youth in our community and include them  in the 
developm ent o f programs. Thus how we approach interventions is as im portant as the interventions 
themselves.
In  a structural social w ork approach to interventions, as with a feminist approach, a focus on 
empowerm ent, consciousness raising, and normalization o f  the issue are fundam ental to developm ent 
o f  interventions (MuUaly, 1997). Thus, involving service users in defining and developing 
interventions; supporting activities that enable adolescent w om en to  understand the issues in the 
context o f  society and to reframe the problem  as a social problem  as opposed to a personal or family 
pathology; and working with service users and community in an inclusive and coUective process to 
reduce aUenation, isolation, and rejection are im portant for success.
Prevention programs.
The participants o f  this smdy identify that in prevention, as with intervention, addressing 
underlying issues and empowering young w om en to feel positive about the fumre are critical. Thus 
prevention recom mendations have taken the form  o f  social action. Addressing underlying issues such 
as power inequities and values (Ricks et al., 1999) and exclusion from  community (Karabanow, 1999)
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have also been identified thtough recent Canadian research as being critical to successfully addressing 
youth homelessness, especially for young women.
In  this smdy examples o f  specific prevention services that would have been beneficial to the 
participants prior to  their homelessness experiences are provided. Two individual participants state 
that m ediation would have helped prevent their homelessness in the first place. As conflict is a well 
docum ented precipitating factor for youth homelessness (Janus et al., 1995; Kipke et al., 1997; 
Schweitzer & Hier, 1994), this is a well vahdated suggestion. Since mediation is an individual approach, 
and is an example o f  working within the conventional social w ork system, it should be included in an 
overaU process that leads to social change on pohtical and personal levels.
Research provides a num ber o f examples o f  how prevention may be accom phshed through a 
service provision approach (CadeU et al., 2001; Karabanow, 2003), but it is also a societal and global 
issue. The participants o f this smdy identified the need for societal change, while m eeting the needs o f 
today’s homeless young women. The dual role o f services was recognized by focus group participants 
o f  this smdy as they provided examples o f  how interventions could also be considered prevention 
tools depending on the timing o f the service/program . For example, hfe skihs programs can be bo th  a 
means o f  prevention and intervention. O ther examples o f  prevention/ intervention programs 
suggested included:
•  having peer educators come into the secondary schools to talk about reahty on the street,
•  developing school based group projects that present chaUenges for sm dents - such as going 
through the process o f finding a hom e if  you were to become suddenly homeless;
•  providing an extensive trades experience for smdents to facihtate goal developm ent and 
inform ed career choices; and
•  providing money m anagement training in the schools.
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Also noted by the focus group participants are m ore complex, longer term  solutions. For 
example, one participant suggests the developm ent o f cooperative organizations that could ultimately 
support cooperative housing for youth and women. A nother suggestion involves program s to 
prom ote financial education for young women, and access to partner loans to  prom ote cooperative 
housing. The discussions around collaboration, partnerships, and recom m endations for programs that 
would result in young wom en assuming control over their finances and careers, and enhancing 
knowledge o f society reflect a high level o f  understanding that these are key elements to long-term 
change.
Overall, the youth homelessness research literature validates the experiences o f  the 
participants o f this study during their homeless periods. In spite o f  the small sample size, participant 
responses in the key question areas are typical o f  homeless youth in other jurisdictions o f  N orth  
America, as docum ented in the hterature. In  addition, the theoretical framework that underpins this 
study both  reinforces and is reinforced by the responses o f the participants w ho articulate an 
awareness o f their own exclusion from  society, while recognizing the need to  be respected, 
participating m em bers o f  the community.
The literature review conducted for this study points to  a lack o f theoretical underpinnings for 
a significant am ount o f  research related to adolescent homelessness. In addition, the adolescent 
homelessness research that does exist and is related specifically to  adolescent w om en’s homelessness is 
very limited. The theoretical framework for understanding adolescent w om en’s homelessness as 
identified earlier in this paper clearly illustrates that there are a num ber o f  reasons that adolescent 
w om en’s homelessness merits study as an issue separate from  other homelessness research, and that a
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feminist approach to research is beneficial to understanding the issues from  the perspective o f 
adolescent women.
As well, although Canadian researchers have generated a significant body o f  research on 
adolescent homelessness, it has been predominantly focused on youth Uving in southern, urban 
centers. This study shows that northern populations face different issues than southern populations, 
only one o f  which is a relative lack o f resources for homeless populations, such as emergency shelters. 
The specific impacts o f  cultural differences, cHmate, and geographical isolation on adolescent w om en’s 
homelessness in the north  are relatively unexplored. The implications o f  each o f these factors for 
young wom en who are homeless could be significant.
Finally, the num ber o f  adolescent homeless w om en in the north  remains a mystery. Once 
again, the characteristics o f the Canadian north  make generalizations from  southern data o f 
questionable value. This study clearly shows that the issue o f adolescent w om en’s homelessness does 
exist, bu t how well it can be addressed w ithout a valid estimate o f  the num bers o f youth and families 
im pacted is o f  concern. N o t only may bureaucrats be unwilling to allocate funding to  an issue that 
cannot be proven to  be o f  significance, bu t also measuring outcom es in ways that show that funding is 
making a difference will be a challenge. Therefore, there is a perceived need to understand how 
extensive this issue is in the Canadian north.
Based on the experiences o f  the participants o f  this study as presented through the course o f 
this research, and on other W hitehorse based research (McDowell & M adsen, 2001; Le Camp 2001; 
Krause et al., 2001; Finton & Kramer, 2005), W hitehorse is clearly currendy unable to address the 
needs o f  adolescent w om en w ho are homeless. The implications o f  allowing the problem  to persist and 
grow, without intervention, are devastating for young women.
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Everything about homelessness degrades health (Wright, 1990), and homelessness is a 
predictor o f early death for youth (Ubelacker, 2004). Therefore, through our inaction, the health o f 
every young w om an w ho is homeless for any length o f time is seriously compromised. Y oung w om en 
are forced to participate in a num ber o f health compromising behaviours in order to  survive (Yates et 
al., 1988). N o t only is their health compromised, their risk o f  victimization is increased, and they are 
often criminalized for resorting to survival tactics.
In  light o f  the findings o f  this study, and the release o f  the W hitehorse report on youth 
homelessness (Finton & Kramer, 2005), a continuum  o f  services, including a youth or wom an specific 
shelter, is urgently needed. A  youth or woman-specific emergency shelter that is accessible in the 
evenings and on weekends is vital - especially for female youth, who are very likely to be victimized and 
to engage in high risk survival strategies (Whitbeck et al., 2001). While this service could alleviate the 
immediate risk facing young w om en who are currently homeless in W hitehorse, there is m uch m ore 
that needs to be done as the systemic issues m ust also be addressed in order to prevent young wom en 
from  being put at risk o f  homelessness.
The recently released report on W hitehorse youth homelessness (Finton & Kramer, 2005) 
advocates for a comm unity based multi-agency, multi-faceted continuum  o f  services for homeless 
youth. A  community based approach is confirmed by a rising voice in youth homelessness research 
which is recom mending that solutions be designed to empower youth (Avdes & Helfrich, 2004), 
follow a m odel o f  wellness (Cadell et al., 2001), and employ community developm ent and social action 
models (Karabanow, 1999).
W hitbeck et al. (1999) focus on the need to build on the strengths and independence o f 
homeless youth, as does K arabanow (2003) in his description o f  a culmre o f  hope. A culmre o f  hope is 
an environm ent in which individuals can gain strength, courage, resiliency, and a sense o f  optim ism  for
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tke p tesent and tke futnte (Katabanow, 2003). Tbe Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
(2002b) also supports reducing economic and social exclusion through involvement o f  participants in 
programs and services. Together, these interventions and prevention tools could be employed in a 
community plan that would facilitate social change.
In W hitehorse, such a community plan should include the youth agencies, as well as all other 
interested stakeholders. MuUaly (1997) advises that coalition building is an effective tool for obtaining 
social change, and this m odel has been proven to  be effective in other programs in W hitehorse. Finton 
and Kram er (2005) also recom m end coalition budding as an integral com ponent o f  the community 
plan that they recom m end for W hitehorse for addressing youth homelessness. Through the 
establishment o f  a coaUtion, aU m em bers o f  the pubUc, non-governm ental agencies, governm ent 
departments, and other interested stakeholders can share responsibUity and decision making authority. 
CoaUtions aUow groups to  share knowledge and expertise and are thus also a tool for community 
development.
A community plan for W hitehorse m ust also include an array o f  services that are based on a 
bottom  up approach. Self help programs have been noted to empower the individuals w ho participate 
in them, through consciousness raising and coUectivism (MuUaly, 1997). A n alternative agency can be 
form ed to facUitate youth self help programs, and a community coaUtion could act as a coordinating 
body for the estabUshment o f  self help programs, to recruit volunteers, apply for funding, and estabUsh 
any initial guidelines and poUcies. A n alternative agency is one which distances itself both  
phUosophicaUy and physicaUy from  governm ent, and takes a clearly unconventional approach to 
services. Alternative agencies respect the expertise o f  service users, and tend to  be non-hierarchical.
Funding is a critical aspect o f aU services, and there is currently no ongoing program  funding 
for specific youth services in W hitehorse, other than the state youth protection system. The Yukon
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governm ent m ust be convinced o f  the im portance o f  funding a shelter system for Y ukon’s youth, and 
for supporting programs that provide the support that youth need to stay o ff the street. This 
com m itm ent should be dem onstrated by a willingness to work with a coahtion, and by providing a 
hum an resource that is dedicated to  homelessness issues, research, and youth health prom otion. 
Shelters are unable to operate on project funding, and require the com m itm ent o f  longer term  
operational funding from  the territorial governm ent. W hde a coalition is im portant in advocating for 
youth specific shelters that wdl address the needs o f  various age groups as wed as male and female 
youth, and community m em bers (including youth) may be expected to shoulder some work, the bulk 
o f  the work itself m ust be funded by the government.
The Yukon governm ent has a history o f political inconsistency. W hde one governm ent may 
make comm itm ents to  address particular issues, the reahty is that it would be highly unusual for one 
pohtical party to rem ain in office for m ore than one term. Thus, it is very im portant that the youth 
agencies, alternative agencies, and the coahtion be prepared to make youth homelessness an issue o f 
note for each governm ent, to pubhcly hold governm ent accountable, and to advocate with each 
governm ent for long term  com m itm ent to a community based plan. Advocacy may occur at the federal 
level as wed as locahy since leadership and com m itm ent are also lacking in Ottawa. W hde Canada has 
ratified the U N  Convention on the Rights o f  the Chdd, our country has no legislation in place to  guide 
the country in implem entation o f  the Convention. The impacts o f the Convention for youth and 
chddren in Canada can only be insignificant if  there are no accountabihty systems or leadership for the 
governments o f  the provinces and territories. In  campaigning for youth rights, advocates may send 
delegates to  the U N  for assistance to  hold the Canadian governm ent accountable for fading to  solve 
the problem  o f  youth homelessness. These delegates to the U N  should include some young adolescent 
w om en who have experienced homelessness.
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While W hitehorse is currently in dire need o f  youth services for homeless youth and youth at 
risk o f  homelessness, especially young women, there is hope for the future. The community has begun 
to  take action through the Y outh homelessness report (Finton & Kramer, 2005) and its 
recom mendations, and discussions are occurring at the grass roots and within governm ent. The p ro o f 
o f  the level o f com m itm ent o f  local governm ent to addressing this issue wül be in the types o f  services 
and the funding com m itm ent that result.
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A ppendix A  - Summary o f  Key Y outh Homelessness Studies
Researcher(s) Year Location Purpose o f  Study Key Findings
Bridgman, R. 2001 Toronto ,
Canada
Pilot project designed to  provide 
housing and employm ent training 
opportunities.
•  Challenges were related to  youth participation, 
representational authority, and conflicting values;
•  Requires flexibility on part o f  organizers;
•  Requires sensitivity related to  privacy and 
publicity;
•  Y outh develop sense o f  com m unity and agency, 
bu t then enter a workplace w ith different values.
Cadell, S. 
Karabanow, J. 
Sanchez, M.
2001 M ontreal,
Canada
Examines em pow erm ent, resilience, 
and community —building in three 
populations to  develop a wellness 
model.
•  Community is im portan t in fostering 
em pow erm ent and resilience and these in  turn lead 
to  stronger comm unity;
•  Natural comm unities are am ong the last 
remaining hopes fo r marginalized populations.
Cauce, A. 2000 Seattle, U.S. Examines characteristics and mental 
health o f homeless adolescents.
•  Y outh hom elessness num bers are growing;
•  Removal from  hom e by state authorities was a 
significant pathway to  homelessness;
•  Girls were m ore likely to  leave hom e on their 
own than boys (because o f  higher rates o f  abuse);
•  Recognition o f  gender and age based 
heterogeneity is im portant in  program  developm ent.
Corrado, R. 
Odgers, C. 
Cohen, I.
2000 British
Columbia,
Canada
Explores offending patterns, social 
histories, and criminal justice 
system’s response to  m ost serious 
female young offenders in B.C.
•  M ost offences are m inor or administrative;
•  Primary rationale for incarcerating young 
w om en is to  p ro tect them  (not society).
Finton, H. 
Kramer, M.
2005 Yukon,
Canada
Explores models for service 
provision for hom eless youth in 
W hitehorse.
•  Continuum  o f  services needed based on age, 
gender, and specific needs;
•  Flexible, small, nonbureaucratic agencies 
needed;
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•  Coalition o f  service providers assuming 
collective responsibihty recom m ended.
G oodm an, L. 
Saxe, L. 
Harvey, M.
1991 U.S. Examines the effects o f 
homelessness itself on m ental 
health.
•  Many homeless individuals may be experiencing 
short and long term  traum a w rought by 
hom elessness itself;
•  D evelopm ent o f  traum a theory.
G overnm ent o f 
Canada
2003 Toronto,
Canada
Profiles youth in the T oron to /Y ork  
region.
•  75% to  82% o f  homeless youth in  T oronto  do 
n o t use the shelter system;
•  in 2002, 6,900 youth stayed in municipally 
funded shelters (Toronto; estimated; up to  age 24)
•  youth under 18 are one o f  the two fastest 
growing hom eless groups.
Green, J. M. 
Ringwalt, C. L.
1997 U.S. Analyses data from  national sample 
o f  youth hom eless and runaway 
shelters to  assess occupancy rates.
•  Y outh  shelters have low occupancy rates;
•  Many youth perceive youth shelters to  be 
unsafe;
•  Hom eless youth are am ong the m ost vulnerable, 
elusive, and difficult to serve populations.
Higgit, N. 
W ingert, S. 
Ristock, J. 
E t al.
2003 Winnipeg,
Canada
Examines how  youth came to be on 
the street; w hat their hves were like 
then; w hat things m ade Hfe on street 
harder or easier; w hat m ight 
facilitate m ove o ff  the street.
•  Many youth perceive they have no  choice b u t to 
leave hom e;
•  Y outh becom e homeless due to failure o f  family, 
school, com m unity, child protection, and youth 
corrections systems;
•  The longer on the street, the harder it is to ge t 
o ff  although m ost youth dream  o f  meaningful 
employm ent, education, hom es, cares, and famihes;
•  Y outh  w ant control over their lives and 
destinies.
Janus, M. D . 
Archambault, F. X. 
Brown, S.W. 
Welsh, L. A.
1995 Canada Investigates the physical abuse 
experienced in Canadian adolescent 
runaways.
•  86% o f  sample (195 youth) reported physical 
abuse (females 90%);
•  data suggests chronic, extreme abuse at a young 
age, initiated prior to runaway episode;
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•  female youth at greater risk than males for all 
types o f  abuse.
Karabanow, J. 1999 Montreal,
Canada
Explores the developm ent o f  an 
emergency street kid shelter.
•  Success o f  this shelter is due to  recognition and 
acceptance, o f  and respect for, street culture and to  
providing youth with pivotal roles in agency 
development;
•  G ood example o f  locahty developm ent and 
social action.
Karabanow, J. 2002 Toronto,
Canada
Explores the life stages o f  two 
T oronto  youth shelters.
•  These shelters have adapted/evolved to address 
need and environm ents, and to survive;
•  Consciously provide services to form al 
“system” youth, as opposed to  street kids (original 
target).
Karabanow, J. 2003 T oronto  & 
M ontreal, 
Canada & 
Guatemala
Illuminates the experiences o f  street 
children in  Toronto , M ontreal, and 
Guatemala City.
•  Labeling youth as delinquents, criminals, 
victims, chents enables us to  avoid seeing them  as 
human;
•  Program s m ost successful provide a symbohc 
space where youth feel safe, cared for, and part o f  a 
community;
•  N otion  o f  citizenship rather than pathology;
•  Successful agencies are flexible, respectful, and 
allow youth to retain dignity.
Kraus, D. 
Eberle, M. 
Serge, L.
2001 Canada Examines youth homelessness 
across Canada.
•  Y outh have same general characteristics across 
the Country (i.e. exposure to  physical violence, 
conflict with the law, m ental health problems);
•  Many have been raised in foster hom es;
•  N um ber o f  homeless young w om en is growing;
•  Lifestyles o f  hom eless youth puts health at risk.
MacLean, M. G. 
Em bry, L. E. 
Cauce, A.
1999 W ashington,
U.S.
Investigates three paths to 
homelessness o r separation firom 
family: running away, being kicked
•  N o  differences were found in current family 
relationships, psychological sym ptom atology or 
rates o f  recent victimization;
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out, and being rem oved from  hom e 
by state.
•  Girls were m ore likely to  have run away, and 
boys were m ore likely to be kicked out.
M cDowell,}. 
M adsen, K.
2001 W hitehorse,
Canada
Investigates youth homelessness 
issues in W hitehorse.
•  Homeless youth are largely invisible, difficult to 
count, mobile;
•  64% stated that they sometimes felt they had 
nowhere to  stay;
•  62% stated that they sometimes hve outdoors or 
camp;
•  70% stated that they sometim es go w ithout 
meals;
•  51% stated that they did n o t have enough 
m oney to m eet basic food and shelter needs;
•  28% stated that they had jobs;
McCarthy, B. 
Hagan, J. 
M artin, M. J.
2002 U.S. Tests the hypothesis that street 
families generate social capital 
resources that protect homeless 
youth from  harm.
•  Differentiates betw een fictive street famihes and 
non-family street groups;
•  D ata suggests that fictive street famihes increase 
support in areas o f  shelter, food, and incom e, and 
reduce victimization.
Miller, P. 
D onahue, P. 
Este, D. 
H ofer, M.
2004 Lethbridge 
& Calgary, 
Canada
Examines diversity issues am ong 
homeless youth and those a t risk o f 
homelessness in a larger city and a 
smaller city.
•  Them es com m on to youth homelessness and 
risk o f  homelessness included family
conflict/violence, lack o f  perm anence in housing, 
and financial constraints;
•  Y outh looked upon  their simations as 
temporary;
•  Lack o f  education contributed to  em ploym ent 
limitations, bu t lack o f  part tim e w ork kept youth 
from  pursuing education;
•  High rehance on  social networks.
Novae, S. 
Serge, L. 
Eberle, M.
2002 Canada Explores the causes, demographics 
and patterns o f  young w om en’s 
homelessness in Canada.
•  It is no t possible to  estabhsh the level o f  
homelessness am ong young w om en in Canada;
•  Y oung wom en m ake up  Vs to  Vz o f  hom eless
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Brown, J. youth in Canada;
•  Cross sectional research m ethods miss cycles o f 
homelessness and over represent groups;
•  Provides extensive inform ation on  a num ber o f 
factors impacting and influencing young w om en’s 
homelessness in Canada.
Perissini, R. 
M acDonald, L.
2000 Canada Reviews contem porary research on 
Canadian homelessness.
•  Describe two national attem pts to  count the 
homeless
•  Statistics Canada (1991)- did n o t release findings 
due to  inaccuracies;
•  Canadian Council on Social D evelopm ent and 
CM HC (1987) -  estim ated 130,000 to  250,000 
(unable to confirm  accuracy)
Rew, L.
Taylor-Seehafer, M. 
Thom as, N . Y. 
Yockey, R. D.
2001 U.S. Examines reasons for youth 
homelessness, explores relationship 
between resilience and risk and 
protective factors; identifies 
differences in risk and protective 
factors by gender; determines best 
predictors o f  resüience.
•  Nearly half reported  history o f  sexual abuse;
•  Over half throw n out by parents;
•  Lack o f  resilience was related to  hopelessness, 
loneliness, risky behaviour, and connectedness;
•  Resilience may he identified to  m ean self rehant 
to some youth.
Ringwalt, C. L. 
Greene, J. 
Robertson, M. 
M cPheeters, M.
1998 U.S. Smdies prevalence o f homeless 
episodes am ong adolescents in the 
U.S.
•  Prevalence varied little by sociodem ographic or 
geographic factors;
•  7.6% o f  national sample reported  episodes o f  
homelessness over a 12 m onth  period;
•  Rates were higher for boys than girls;
•  Y outh hom elessness is m uch m ore com m on 
than is generally thought.
Robert, M. 
Pauze, R. 
Fournier, L.
2005 Canada Compares characteristics o f  two 
groups o f  youth under the 
supervision o f  the youth protection 
system, according to  periods or 
absence o f homelessness.
•  Y outh with experiences o f  homelessness were 
m ore likely to  have been placed in substim te hom es, 
have been diagnosed w ith behavioural problem s, 
and to  have experienced relationship problem s with 
at least one parent.
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Rotheram -Borus, M. 1993 N ew  York 
aty, U.S.
Describes suicide attempts and risk 
factors am ong runaway adolescents.
•  37% had previously attem pted suicide;
•  female runaways were significantly m ore likely 
than males to  attem pt suicide;
•  staff m em bers in shelters need to  be trained to 
assess suicidaHty at intake.
Stewart, M. 
Reutter, L. 
Letourneau, N. 
Barnfather, A. 
Hungler, K. 
A hnond, A. 
King, K.
2004 E dm onton ,
Canada
Seeks out homeless youth’s views on  
their support needs and preferred 
support programs.
•  Estim ates 1900 homeless in E dm onton , 10% o f 
which are youth;
•  C urrent needs o f  youth are n o t m et;
•  Identified need for increased or im proved 
emotional support, m ore support fo r developing 
healthy self esteem and identity, non-judgm ental 
people and unconditional support desired;
• housing is m ost critical need
• financial aid and help to access services;
• increased awareness o f  services, inform ation.
Van Leeuwen 2004 D enver,
U.S.
Examines three housing programs 
designed to m eet needs o f  youth 
aging out o f  care.
• num ber o f  homeless youth in D enver has 
increased m ore than 100% over 5 years.
W hitbeck, L. B. 
Hoyt, D . R. 
Ackley, K. A.
1997 U.S. Compares runaway and homeless 
youth reports o f  and parent reports 
on measures o f  parenting, family 
violence, and adolescent conduct.
• Reports from  both  youth and
parents / caretakers present similar portraits o f 
families o f  runaway and homeless youth;
•  Lower levels o f  parental m onitoring, warm th, 
and supporriveness, and higher levels o f  parental 
rejection than com parison groups.
•  Findings suggest that the family situations as 
depicted by homeless and runaway youth  are 
realistic.
W hitbeck, L. B. 
Hoyt, D . R. 
Yoder, K. A.
1999 U.S. Examines a theoretical m odel o f  risk 
ampHfication to explain youth 
homelessness.
•  W hen abused young people leave hom e (by 
whichever path), a negative trajectory is accentuated 
by what they experience w hen on their own;
•  Maladaptive families and behaviours o f
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rionaways select them  into environm ents that 
perpem ate negative behaviours and negative 
interaction styles.
•  Learning to live in  exploitive, dangerous 
environm ent involves learning to  be antisocial.
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Appendix B - Key Inform ant Questions 
Whitehorse Youth Service Providers
Name:
Position/ Agency:
Mandate:
Date:
Questions:
1. H ow  long have you been working in the area o f  youth homelessness in W hitehorse?
2. Have you identified any trends?
-situation getting worse?
-any improvements?
3. W hat services are currently available for youth in W hitehorse if  they are homeless, or living 
precariously?
4. W hat are the youth that you are seeing asking for m ost often?
5. W hat do you think about how W hitehorse has approached the problem?
-what do we need to do m ore o f /  less of?
-what are we no t doing at all that we should be doing?
6. Are there any other comm ents you would like to make?
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Appendix C -  UNBC Research Ethics Board Approval
u/Jbc UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERNBRITISH COLUMBIA 
Research Ethics Board
MEMORANDUM
To: Jane* LaCamp
30 -10"  Ava., WhMahoraa, Yukon
Kwpi^Tang 
Social Work Program
From: Alax MIchaloa
Chair, Raaaarch EOiIca Board
Data: May 37. 2003
Ra: Ethica Ravlaw 2003.0506.040
W here W ill I S leep  Tonight?
Thank you for submitting the modifications to your participant information sheet and 
consent form for the above noted project as requested. The modification have 
addraaaad the ooncama ralaad by the reviewers and your project is now approved.
Good luck In your research.
Sincerely,
"LX
Alex C. Mkhaloa, Chak 
Research Ethics Board
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Appendix D — Participant Recruitment Poster
Adolescent Women and 
Homelessness
• Were you ever homeless as a teen?
• Did you ever have nowhere to sleep?
• Did you ever have to exchange favours for 
food and/or shelter?
• As a teen, did you ever feel unsafe in your 
home, but have nowhere to go?
I am researching adolescent women's homelessness, 
and trying to advocate for help and social change. 
If you answered YES to any of the questions above, 
I would like to talk to you - Please call me. 
Janet 668-4904 (evenings and weekends)
A small honorarium  wül be paid to participants.
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Appendix E - Interview Questionnaire
In  your words, what do you think “homelessness” means?
Follow up questions W ho can it happen to?
W hat does having a “hom e” m ean to you? (shelter, safety, personal 
space, sense o f  belonging, ...)
W hat if  you have a safe place, bu t it isn’t your home?
W hat happened that caused you to leave home? H ow /W hy were you homeless?
Follow up questions D id you leave m ore than once?
D id you ever live “in care”?
I f  so, were you still homeless, or did you have a hom e then? 
H ow  old were you?
Can you describe w hat you did, and what happened to you, while you were homeless?
Follow up questions D id you ever get into “trouble” while you were homeless?
H ow  did you survive?
D id you do things that you normally wouldn’t do that were unsafe?
(If so, can you talk about these?)
H ow  do you think homelessness in the N orth  m ight be different from 
homelessness in the south?
D o  you feel Hke a m em ber o f  a community?
Follow up questions W hat do you think “community” is?
D o you feel supported by friends, family, or any one else?
W ho do you m m  to for help when you need it?
W hen you were a teen, did you have someone to help you?
W hat do you think your fumre wiU be Hke?
Follow up questions D o  you think you wiU be homeless again?
W hat about any children you m ight have?
W hat could or should have been done to  help you?
W ho should have helped you?
H ow  could your homelessness, or its cause, have been prevented?
Based on your experience, what do you think could be done to either help prevent adolescent w om en’s 
homelessness, or help young w om en who are homeless?
Follow up questions W ho should help?
Governm ent, famihes, neighbours, healthy famihes...?
W hat is the cause o f  m ost young wom en’s homelessness?
H ow  many other young wom en do you know w ho w ere/are homeless? (FoUow up with when?, 
simultaneously? How old are/w ere they?)
Are there some w om en you know  who m ight have something to  teU me?
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Appendix F - Participant Information Sheet
My name is Janet Le Camp and I am studying adolescent w om en’s experiences o f  homelessness in 
W hitehorse. I am trying to  understand and docum ent how adolescent w om en define homelessness, 
w hat their experiences are before, during, and after homelessness, and how our comm unity can 
support homeless adolescent w om en and prevent fumre homelessness.
Part o f  my research will involve interviewing young wom en w ho have experienced adolescent 
homelessness according to their own definition o f  what homelessness means. I wiU also facilitate a 
focus group after the interviews, and invite the participants from  the individual interviews to attend. 
All interviewees will receive a small honorarium  for giving m e their time, and sharing their experiences.
1 understand you have experience with this topic and you are interested in participating. Y ou may 
withdraw at any time, or decline to answer particular questions. Y our participation will help to provide 
inform ation about adolescent w om en’s homelessness which may be used to help adolescent w om en in 
the fumre.
Your inform ation wiU be used as part o f my thesis for my M aster’s degree in Com m unity Health with 
the University o f  N orthern  British Columbia. I f  warranted, it may be used to advocate for social 
change or to support a proposal for specific services, at some time in the fumre. The details o f  the 
interview wül be stored at the UNBC archives.
I f  you have any questions about this project, feel free to contact me at (867) 668-4904.
Thank you for your assistance.
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Appendix G - Interview Consent Form
I understand that Janet Le Camp is conducting a study and is interviewing a num ber o f  young w om en 
w ho experienced homelessness as an adolescent.
This consent is given on the understanding that Janet Le Camp and the University o f  N orthern  British 
Columbia (UNBC) and Y ukon College shall use their best efforts to ensure that my identity is no t 
revealed, whether directly or indirectly, unless I have signed paragraph 5.
I understand and agree that the inform ation I have given to Janet Le Camp in our interview o f  [date] 
may be:
•  recorded and reproduced;
•  used by Janet Le Camp in the production o f  a thesis;
•  stored as part o f  the archives o f  UNBC and Yukon College, and made available to  researchers
for study, reproduction, and recording;
•  used in a published w ork in print or by other technologies by Janet Le Camp or UNBC or
Yukon College.
I hereby waive any claim against Janet Le Camp, UNBC, Yukon College, their employees, directors, 
officers, agents, and pubHshers with respect to  the use o f  said information, provided it is used in 
accordance with this agreement. I do this freely and with full knowledge o f  the legal consequences o f 
this consent.
Name:__________________________ Date:_____________________
Signature:______________________  Witness:,
1 hereby give my further consent to the use o f my name, an d /o r  details about my Hfe which may 
directly or indirectly reveal my identity.
Signature:_________________________  Date:______________________
Witness:______________________
